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PREtACE

The concept of a National Network for Curriculum Coordination in Vocational
and Technical Education (NNCCVTE). emerged from the recognition of the
fragmented and duplicative effort of curriculum development anddissernination
and the assumption that coordinated curriculum Management is. essential to
improve education4 effectiveness.

The concept became a reality With the establishment of. six regional vocational
curricultekcenters under the direction of the NNCCVTt Director's Council and
the Selection of 57 State Liaison Representatives: "The establishment. of a
national curriculum network in the 1970s was ahead of its time as now evident
in the new informationy'age".1 The need for assistance in curriculum
development and resource's which are easily accessible :and ready to use is
greater than ever, with the prediction of an even greater demand in the future
due to technological advancement and increase of new information, We are no
longer an industrial society but an information society,,

"Aside from teachers themselves; curriculum is the major ,resource for
education/training,, Professionals in .edycation and training must have
opportunities to benefit from the research and development efforts,of their
pe7rs in all manlier of sponsoring agencies.. The NNCCVTE .`and the East
Central Network Curriculum Center have made great strides in this regard."2
NNCCVTE is involved-in the distribution of resources in-all vocational subjects;
it does not emphasize a few as do other organizations involved with vocational
education. The people involved with any aspect of vocational curricula have to
start utilizing the best of efforts. "The luxury of duplication is no longer
affordable; nor an valuable time and shrinking resources be used to develop- -
and revise curriculum from scratch. What has been done, imperfect as it is,
must be used with necessary changes made if an attempt is made to keep pace
with the changes occurring in industry and education;"3

Based on the premise that curriculum is the foundation for learning and the
technological pace has hastened change, the East Central Network Center's
staff became concerned about keeping abreast of the changing needs rof its
clients. in order to do this--know, the needs of the clients and how best to meet
these needs - -the staff decided a public hearing would be the -best method for
assessing the clients to deterthine the -2. changes occurring in vocational
curriculum needs. Y-
It is through the cooperat,ive efforts of individuals concerned_ about vocational
curriculum matters that the hearing became a reality. The dedication of
individuals is evident_ through the giving of their time for travel to the hearing
and preparation and delivery of their testimony.

ThiS pubtatiOh is the result of the hearing Future CUrriculum Needs in
Vocational EducatiV andTrairdrEg co=sponsored- by DepartMehtof--
Education and the East Central Network for 'Curriculum Coordination in
\vocational and Technical Education. The content represents testnony
received from individuals representing the states of Illinois,.Indianai Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Ohio, -Pennsylvania, Virginia and Wisconsin. 7 . .

1. 'Gloria Rielbaso, v.-ritteneiiimon31, 20 October 1983 '
7. Ronald W. 5tadt, testirnony.delivered,26, ctober -1983
3. Vernon Reitister, testimony delivered; 26; October; 1983
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Public Hearing
Future Curriculum Needs_/

in Vocational Education and Training

This putlication is the result of the hearing Future Curriculum Needs in
Vocational Education and Training _co-sponsored by the U.S. Department of
Education and the East Central 'Network for Curriculum Coordination in
Vocational and Technical £thkation. The summary represents testimony
received from individuals representing the states oft Illinois; Inidiana, Michigan;
Minndsota, Missouri,' Ohio, Pennsylvania,-% Virginia and Wisconsin; and
government, education, and business organizationst .

The hearing was held to learn aboirt the regional curriculum n eeds and
pribrities. Interested individuals and groups were invited to testify on
curriculum needs in vocational Curriculum,development at the U.S. Department
of Education. Region V on Oitober 26, 1983, Chicago; Ill.

Testimony was divided into five categories. Under Uniqueness of Center the
East -Central Curricylum Coordination Center is described as the largest of the
six Curriculum :Centers, standing as an exemplification of the cooperative
efforts of twelve states and is the only nationally 'organized; regionally
coordinated, and locally controlled vocational curriculum /instructional
otganization. The Technical Assistance provided by' the Center includes

. assisting SLRs, developing- tools such as the Task Listing Catalog, and
implementing in- service. activities. . . Relationships
includes promoting personal cornmunicatiohs with individpals., groups and
curriculum consortia providing a fast and effective means for obtaining and
disseminating information. Though the Center is known for the equality .and
effectiveness of its services, two factors; t_ualityandEffectiveness, can be
improved ttij-ough the development of a computerized library system; This will
enhanEe the possibilities of gettini information to individuals implementing
curriculum. Suggested Responsibilities -and_Projects focused oh the need for a
computerized library system. Such a system would proVide the latest state-Of-
the-art in curriculum, a timely-Follection of resources and quick retrieval and
isseminatidn of information.* Five recommendations evolved from the

synthetis of testirnbny; They are: =

Seek federal fun4fing to support the East Central Network- concept;

Expand the on=going services provided by the East Central Network;

Build more effective liaison and networking relations;

Incorporate those aspects which will increa the quality and .
----effectivermss_ztf-the_present EastewitraiNetzLork_operation.i ,

,

Acquire federal a sta approval and monetary support to implement
clients' suggestions and eet curriculum needs throughout the Ea*..,
Central Network; 4 ,: .

Justification for -these recommendations are " cited througliout the
proceedings; The most important -singular justification for eac
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recommendation follows:

The East Central Network Curriculum Center is the only nationwide
regional Organization functioning to diSSerninate curriculum resources
representing all areas of vocational education. Its services reach
thousands of people;

The support and inservice activities facilitate curriculum
design/implementation but an increased -effort is needed to reach more
levels of vocational education programs ai)J staff.

Liaison and networking relationship§ provide means for problem solving;
contribute to maintaining/updating vocational training programs; allow
for faster intrt-state personal contacts and allow adoption or adaptation
of curriculum;

Conversion to a complete computerized research library system would
make available the latest resources and provide quicker access and
dissemination of inforMation.

. A faster, more efficient information retrieval system ,including state -of-
the -art topics; automatic updating with data available on floppy disks
would allow time to focus on other concerns such as articulation;
national priority topics and incentive devices.

Recommended action to meet the EaSt Central Network's cl ,jents' needs as
identified from the public hearing would focus on two areas -- financial support
and computerized system; Specific action would,include:

Develop proposals responding to RFPS issued by private and pub9c

Design the network system so that information reaches all curricui/im-
involved people including thOSe who implement curriculum in 'the
classroom or training site and those involVed with minority populations.

agencies;

Develop an advertiSi campaign' wif will reach the vocational
education population to infOrm them df the services available through
the National NetWOrk for Curriculum Coordination for ,Vocational and
Technical Education.

iv Design and diS§erriinate a computer packet and competency-based
education (CBE) packet. The computer packet Would include state-of=
the-art technology; explanation of a complete computerized library

steal; information on national computer networks and review amd
aluation of softWare. The CBE packet would contain new materials, a

directory liSting nodel; CBE schools and programs;: personnel;' and
vocational systems.

Emphasize to the state and federal authorities the need for a complete
computerized Ea Central Curriculum Center operation. The

tecomputerized SyS n would provide quicker service; more organized
information; assessment information; resource files; and curriculUm

icomponents;
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The East Central Network Curriculum Coordination Center sponsored a
public hearing; Future ,,.._Curriculum Development Needs in Vocational Education
arilf. Training; with the ti;S; Department of Education Region Chicago, on

October 26; 198.3;

The public hearing was held to lea-M about the regional curriculum needs and

priorities; Interested individuals and groups were invited to testify on future
curriculum, needs in vocational curriculum development. .4t was desirable to
hear from as many- people as possiblepeople in industry, buSiness, education--
whp are involved in some aspect of prep&ing employees for the work force;
people who use curriculum and are aware of present and future curriculum
needs;

QrnrpoSP

The East Central Network; if it is to ontinue to be an effegtive vocational
curriculum center; must assess itself in t rms of the compatibilty of its_goals
and objectives With. 412e curriculum. needs f the clients' it serves; 4 The public
hearing-was- held. -tom c ,

__, ,
___

Identify existing and future curriculum needs'

Establish long term and short range goals

Determine the direction for the Centeto best meet the needs of its clients; ,

MeetMg_InforMation

.The U;S: Department of Education Region V at 300 South Wacker Dr;; Chicago,,
was the site for the public hearing. The hearing was held in he office of the '
Secretary's Representative on _the 16th Floor; October 26, 1983;

The agenda inclvded:'

04:00 a;m; Registratiart
8:30.a-;m; Wekorne

H; -14Robert6%06ft, ActingthegionaI Direct.
ViriSton-E. Birdin; Acting Chief ,

James R. GallowaK; Assistant Superintendent; Department of
Adult; Vbcational and Technical Education

t:00 a;m; Briefing and Introduction of Panel Members
Rebecca;S. Douglass Director, East Central Network and

-----filirroi-s-Vocational tatty iculu
9:15 a;m;-Noon Testimony and Comments
1500-4,:30 p;m; Testimony and Comments

Although Chicago is not centrally located within the U;S; Department of
Education Region V area or the twelve states of the East Central Network

4
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resioN its transportation facilities allowed for easy access to the city.. Chicago
houses many regional offies for business and industry which made it possible to
have broader representation of participants.

Guidelines and instructions for Testimony

One of the two:populaiions served-by the East Central Netwdrk its composed-

of state education offj.ge personnel, university/cc:ill610 educators, and

curriculum 'developers. The other group _of patrons consists of business and
industry groups, public school and postsecondary teachers, and _organizations
irivolved in the training of employees or people entering the work fOrte.

z

Included inthe ,guidelines and instructions' for testimony were sample
questions prepared for both populations; A more detailed reporting of the

questions appears in Chapter 11.

The:EaSt Centrar Network wanted, to hear from anyone wishing to express
opinions which would lend guidance for the future direction of the Center.- Any
individual or group supportive of vocational and technical education regardless
if they were a teacher., teacher educator,- or affiliated with business industry
was encouraged to be, a participant by submitting .oral, taped or written
testimony.

Oral presentations we limited to 10 minutes; IndivithialS, who registered
'with the Center in alvance were assigned- time slots for their testi6Iony and
others were scheduled on a first=come basis; The oral testimony was
accompanied by a written statement which was included in the hearing record.
Testimony was also accepted on a cassette tape accompanied by a written
document. The proceedings contain the written testimony in its entirety and
excerpts of the recorded testirriony.5

Many_ofthe suggestions coming from the hearing and approved by the State
Liaison Representatives will provide the basis for the future work of the
Curriculum Network.

The U.S.,Detiartment ducation received this document and copies will
all° be sent to the other regi curriculum coordination centers and the
American Vocational Association.

A flyer designed to advertise the hearing is in Appendix A. These flyers
were diSSerninated to key people and organizations whb in tUrn,distributed them
tb othott. The network system was Utilized for the dissemination- of the flyers.

National and Regional Organization

The East Central Netiwork for Curriculum Coordination, comprised of 12 .
states, has its regional Oftice on the campus of Sangamon State University in

Springfield, IllinbiS. The network is one of six such curridUlUM networks and
---docrespendi6iregkihsof states- -Whicla_raake_. e a Iona Network for

CurriculurmcCoor4ination in Vocational and TeChnical EdtitatiOn or -NNCCVIE;
the map on the folloWing page depicts the regional composition for each of the

six curricul4n centers.

2



The national network's makeup is 57
each state and trust territory. These
They are typically people
with curriculum development
responsibilities in, their state
departments, although some
are located in curriculum

-laboratories or centers;
These representatives or
SLRs are appointed by their
state vocational director.
Through these'-six centers and
corresponding interstate net-
works, curriculum develop-
ment products and services
are shared throughout the
nation.

I

State Liaison Representatives -- one in
Liaisons are the links in the network.

- Ndeittwestem
Region VI

I'ft
Northeast Region

east Central Region

N

kb

an

Southeast
Western Region RegiOn

The twelve 'states in the
East Central region make the rvIii Trust Territorf of

East Central Curriculum the Pacific Islands

Network the largest of the' American Sat1103

six curriculum centers in
number of states and population. Physical_ resources consisting of over 28:000
cataloied items Include books, audiofisual materials and informatiQrtal
brochures. The Center makes these items available on- a regional'free loan
basis; The staff includes searchers, researchers, and curriculum and
information specialists.

Midwest Region

The Network exists to provide services to meet the curriculum needs of
people involved in vocational education and "training, It has made many.
contributions to curriculum as it -continues to meet its clients' needs. Examples '
of resource booklets include A Guide to Educational Equity in Voc-aticnal
Programs and East Central Resource Gdide to ,Eheegy and Energy Related
Programs in Vocational Education.. Other contributions_ are the development
and acceptance of a standard curriculum format; a coriwilation of state profiles
which identifies the practices regarding curriculum development and
dissemination; and curriculum terminology, a working tool comprised of
concepts critical to curriculum kleyelopment and organized so that identical or'
sithilar word meanings and expressions have common counterparts. The ECN
Task Listing Catalog, an extremely popular item with patrons, is one of the
most comprehensive collections of task listings available.

ti.

The six regional curriculum centers are supported under Public Law 94-482,
Educational Amendments of 1976, Vocational Education. Program Improvement
Funds are available to the U.S. Assistant Secretary of Education-under Subpart
2, Section 120 for research, development, and dissemination activities.

The fUnding cycle for: the six 'enters is on a staggered time frame. The
funding cycle for the East Central Network ended December, 1983, followed by
a new three-yearAunding cycle beginning in January, 1984. The data gleaned
from the scheduled hearing will assist the curriculum network adrninistran in
determining realistic and effective goals to guide 1984=1986 Network actiZties-.

3
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CHAPTER II

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY
.1'

- As a curriculum coordination./management network, it is the_Easf tentra.j
Network's role to address the management need's of our State Liaison
Representatives! (SLRS) who are responsible for the decision-making in
vocational currierilum development at the state level. Therefore the overall
goal.of ,the Network is to assist these curriculum development decision-makers
in the management of their responsibilities, by makirfg available to them the
most comprehensive, accurate information and materials available on issues of
needs'which are identified throUgh the network.

The public hea4g is one of the means chosen by the East Central Network
Center for obtaining current information which would help the Center
accomplish the overall goal; One of the major purposes for sponsoring the
hearing was to help the Center determine the direction to best meet the needs
of its clients which in turn would be most beneficial for the SLRS. The
information from testimony is also helpful in accomplishing the four project
objectives as stated in RFP 84 -007 and which will be effective for FY 1984;
1986. The four objectives are to:

Increase _availability of curriculum_ information and materials of
priority signiiicance to federal/state instructional., _program_
improvement personnel.

PrOmote adoption and adaptation of curriculum Materials developed
with the assistance from federal and -state vocational education
funds.'

Minimiz 4' duplication
develops ent.

in vocatiOnal education curriculum

Improve the quality of vocational education curriculum Sand diIfusio
services provided to public and private schools and colfeges.

To address..this concern, i.e., to determine the best direction for-the,Center,
overall oteltiOns were designed. It was suggested to interested teStifiers:thatk
the queTons be used as guidelines fOr developing testimony. The type of
questions suggested were:

Based on your past experienceVith the-East Central Network what
are the most .effective strategies and act ities, for improving
curriculum duality?

What would make for the _most productive relationship , to-
disseminate curricula between East Central, Network and other
orga nizations regar'dingcurriculum activitieq_.

What activities and client groups should the East Central NetWoril
concentratte on over the next several years?



How can the delivery service by the East Central Network increase
the effectiveness of training programs?

Where do. you go .for curriculum development assistance?

What type of technical assistance should be provided you by your
State office or a network .such as the East Central Network?

What future do you see in curriculum and instruction for media?
computers? What speCific assistance would help you -In your
situation to meet these, needs?

On what key curriculum issues should the East Central Network
focus its work?

Synthesis and analysis of the testimony lent itself to the collapsing of
questions and categorizing the data under five categories. Summary statements
of testimony submitted for the hearing are listed under one of the following
categories:

* Umqueness of Center *
* Technical Assistance *

* Liaison and Networking Relatio-nthips *
* Quality and Effectiveness *

* Suggested Responsibilities and Projects *

* Uniqueness of Center *

"The. ECN recognizes that the 'bdttOm line' of currisulum coordination must be

the fostering of capacity- building fiat- vocational educators; particularly for
teaching personnel in local education agencies."

"The Center car; be utilized to disseminate and collect information in a highly
efficient and effective manner."

"It has been very important to get information about trends in vocational
curriculum development through the Network; The national searches have been

most helpful as have all the eft:4qt to define CurriculuM terminOlogy...."

"The East Central Network,_as the largest of We six Curriculum tentersi
as an exemplification of the cooperative efforts of twelve states_ with
support by the State Dircto-rt of Vocatiowal Education and the Illinois StAte-
Board of Education WhiCh houses the Center."

"The Center assists in eliniinating narrow/parochial thinking on the part of the
states by providing a method /means for out-of-state travel and the sharing of
ideas."

5



L.9
"With school districts and agency resources being deplete& a central
clearinghouse such as the ECN p-rovides the answers to these dilemas. Why

should schools and agencies dtiplicate efforts when the central organization can
work as a coordinating Vehicle the entire state and, region. It can reearch,
compile; develop; and evaluate materials, techniques; programs and resources.
The results from these processes can th-en be disseminated. Th-e- East Central
Curriculum Center is an effitierit0 cost effective organization...."

"The East Central. Ctirrieuliim Network and the other Regional Networks with
their coordinated effortS are the only nationally organized, regionally
coordinated, and locally controlled vocational curriculum/instructional
materials organization available in the United States."

"The services of the ECN have reached thousands of educators, counselors; and
administrators personnel working with kindergarten through adult populations
and including persOnnel from special needs to the gifted and talented; The

responses to the availability of materials; information; and technical assistance
at no cost haS resulted in extensive utilization of the East Central Curriculum
Center ."

"Be Sides curriculum matters there is a constant spill aver in other vocational
concerns...."

_ .
* Technical Assistance *

"The SLR is typically a very busy person within his/her agency, with the ECN
function being only one of the items in his/her job description. Thusi it 'is
extremely important that the ECN provides as much support as possible to the
SLID_ in such areas as *ork.proKram and marketing strategies; orientation to the
ECN and the National Network (preferably Within the state of each SLR);

promoting procedures for ease of access of materialt; and in maximizing ways
in which the SLR can familiarize himself/herself with new materials; Any
implementation and assisting strategies which can help the SLR be familiar
with existing and new resources; as well as with their application within the
state, will maximize utilization of ECN and National Network resources; The
SLR needs to view Networklrelated dutieS as more than secondary in

importance and with a 'real sense of ownership' as each state contributes time
and effort beyond actual monetary resources toward common objectives; The
increased use of technologies, including computerization of content; should

assist in the SLR .linkages:"

"The ECN 'Task List Catitogi and 'Curricultiiii Terminology' as a tool are
examples of gdod developments designed to Meet the needs of people involved
in vocational education and training. TheSe products have been found helpful;
generalizable and transportable."

"ECN needs to continue to...keep us informed and updated of any new CBVE,

materials which are developed by other states and obtain CBVE curriculum
materials from other states which may be of use to vocational educators."

"I urge the ECNCC to take a proactive and futuristic role in helping vocational
education teachers,to be informed about the state=of-the-art technologies like
video-teleconferencing and other emerging technological applications in

14'



edueatioli....TWere is a need for teacher and counselors to be able to b-orrow
computer_software programs to decide if they want to purchase, adopt or adapt
thirii to their local conditions; ECN can help"

" We are Still in need of the professional help of ihe,EaSt Central N etwork in not
only deVeldpint the detail of the curriculum, but working with us in an attempt
to implement this curriculum."

"A coordinated effort; using the best expertise possible; is weeded to identify
the components of the core curriculum, EducatOrt need help in analyzing the
pros and cons of the. 'two-plus-two' concept and they need kelp in strategic
planning necessary _to implement the artictilad 'two-pliis=-two' concept
between high school and post-secondary institeiti&it."

"The implementation of inservice activities to facilitate the adoption of the
curriculum format."

"The Center is a source of specific experts for specific project
involvementthe electronic searches.... are the most helpful."

"Few programs 'Working_ at the community level or with special populations like
limited English speaking students are aware of the Centec...The (Center's)
bilingual collection ,is limited...containing materials &hated by the Bilingual
Vocational Education Project rather than purchased by the Center. To meet its
full potential more must be done to enhance the collection, to outreach to those
serving Hispanics...."

* Liaison and Networking Relationships *

"The State Liaison Representatives (SLRs), appointed by their respective State
Director of Vocational Education for participation in Network activities, stand re

as the key links in sharing curriculum development products and services. The
capacity building potential of a state resides in the functioning of the SLR. The
SLRs are the "connecting points" of the Network, assisted by the Regidnal
Network Center and The National NetWOrk, providing leadership in marketing
and work program development. The East Central Network recognizes the
variety of governance and adminiStratiVe patterns which exist among the
twelve states of the East Central Region for the delivery of vocational
education programs and services, as well as the variety of SLR appointments
either within or beyond the state vocational education agencies."

"The Center can be utilized within a state as a position of strength to gain
justification and acceptah-ce of proposed projects Or changes"

"The ECN promotes personal communications and provides a faSt and effective
means of problem solving when member states address common problems and
challenges."

'The communication- process that has evolved through the network is most
valuable to maintaining relevant and up-tote vocational training programs.
At a point in time when agencies providing vocational-technical education_ must
survive on a silinliiidget in the face of dramatic changesi if not a revolution in
technology; the tharing of curricula and ideas is critical"

7
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"ThiS her.aning is testimony that- regional meetings have a very definite benefit
for the individual states involved when it .comes to networking; The
interchange Win the other people at the regional_ Meetings from other states,
all the Spin=of ft that occur from that .and the general contacts with people are
Some of the benefitt. We find that we do not 'necessarily discuss only
curriculum but a lot of curriculum related kinds of things;"

"ECNCC is a vehicle that fosters professional and personal contacts betWeen
states regarding vocational curriculum concerns."

"The.Network promotes the exChanging of information and materials nationally
and regionally among educators"

"The Center provides a capacity for joint curriculum development projects"

"ECN is an excellent buffer between. the state and federal programS."

"It can be the state's system to alert them of impending or pending agendas of
which the states need to be aware."

"The Network could be a highly efficient and effective method to disserninate
the results of all national research and, development projects becauSe the
Network could assure that the materials could get into the appropriate hands at
the state and local level;"

"Network provides a sounding board or a forum for individiial'S ideas to be
discussed and implemented."

"Another asset of having the network is the wonderful opportunity fOr the State
Liaison-Representatives to meet together, have group therapy and 'find that
somebody else has the same kinds of problems that you do."

"The ECN should continue to publicize Network services and materials available
to staff and administrators; continue to tie into national computer networks for
sharing and retrieval of information; and carry on a closer rielationship with
state funded grantees requiring curriculum materials and sevices from the
Network."

"Inform primary groups of vocational_ educators of all new CBVE materials
which are obtained fdr ldari. This can bq done by informing newsletter editors
of the different groups and by using a computer network throughout the state;"

"Let every developer of vocational curriculum know that the East Central
Network exists and the services it provides."

"Our SLRs' role in the network demonstrates that curriculum is and should be a
high priority for educating today's youth for tomorrow's jobs; Developing
lirikageS with other state centers through the Network allows us to adapt or
adopt curriculum from other states, rather than duplication of effort;"

"The East Central Network can be a liaison between the academic communityi
particularly the community college and the clinical facility-., and can offer
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continuing education programs; expert currictiliini deVeloping-advice tailored to
solve a particular'problem; as well as seminars and workshops; This would,
enable individuals in smaller clinical

-in
an opportunity to learn about

equipment available only in the larger facilities..Zurricula can be
developed 'under the auspices of the EaSt Central Network that mirror the world,

work; thus enaVing individuals to perform in a meaningful fashion and enjoy
,

the world of work."

"The Network can be utilized within a st*te as ,a position of strength to gairi

-.. justification and acceptance of proposed projects for changes in state
procedures."

"The mailing list for communiques from the Center could include special funded

programS for Hispanics, refugees, migrants, limited English proficiency persons;
bilingual and bilingual vocational teacher training programs; relevant resource
centers and Hispanic and other minority related ,community based

organizations."
.1

Quality and EffectiVeness Factors *

"The ffectiveness of the curriculum materials can easily be determined by

settin up a system so the user of the material can evaluatebits effectiveneSS
before returning the materials to .the Center for recirctilation. Though an
opportunity now exists for reaction to materials; a computerized system would
be more efficient to obtain such data. This would also help the. Center to
identify resources of high quality, would be a means of being more selective of
resources and lead to better utilization of storage space. The transportability
of resources through a computerized system would strengthen the networking
concept therefore reaching more people with services and materials."

"The Center can provide standards and criteria for curriculum development."

"Additional sets of the bUlky CBVE student learning guides should be added to
414e -system so the waiting peilod can be reduced for those who request loan sets

of the mateiials."

"As far as we are, concerned, networking' is essential because all the talk aside,
the bottom line is that if we didn't network we couldn't afford to' develop
curricuium....There is 'no alternative...states Cannot afford luality updated

curriculuni UnleStvthere is some kind of networking system that lets us have
access to what other states are doing."

"ECN proVideS Standards and criteria for curriCulum deVelopment."

"The Center prOVittes a fast and effective means of problem solving when
member states address common problems and dial] ,rages."

"CommiinitatiOn that goes to local administration eedS to be attractive; eye-
catching and give them some incentives to be sure t -y get into the right hands
and ribtioiiitied in a newsletter some place."

.9



"Some 'amount of qualit control_ by the ECN in detwmirting the useftilness of a
curriculum devlopment Ito be disseminated will alto continue to be helpful to
the SLRs in. their states. At the same time the many diverse needs of the ECN
Re-Rion-need to be recognized."

,

"A process should be deVelOped to insure_ that any curriculum materials that are
disSerniriated to locfil SchoOlS 156 of the vfry highest quality so that they warrant
the time. and cost expended to disseminate them and warrant the time expended
by the local district to send staff members to learn how to use these materials;"

"Strategies for sharing new local curriculum developments with the NetwOrk via
each state probably need"furdier consideration. , 'Show and tell' is still- one of
the best and most cdst-effective types of Inservicing activities available. The
SLR is; again; the kdy to Making this happen within a state." '

"One item which would be immense valtie is an. UPDATED- bibliography of
existing curricula; ref6rende terials and AV aids. Inclusidn of the same type
of . materials ;from industrial training settings should be\ included. --;'Since the
great amount 9f time and money required to collect such a. resource limits the
*frequency withgvhich suai publications cari.,be printed. I suggest such efforts be
available on a, microcomputer floppy disk; to ease duplication Costs, and periodic
updating."

"To-day more than eVet Because of limited iunds,_deeentralization and
the -need to network with other agencies is a mutt; Michigan was invited
present their computerized loan system at the National Network Conference in.
Oklahoma last-July. It was not our presentation that made jAs more inforined:
when we returned, if/Michigan; but what, was shared with us by other states and
territories that made our exchange network so rat in resources; i.e. human;
print; and-audio-visual curriculum materials:'

*As a state center; the Michigan Career Education and Vocational,Education
Resource Center: relies. strongly on, the: network for :.services in ,cUrriculum
developri-iebt arid diSSemination. TheSe services would de'tirfieicorisUming,and
virtually impossible to perform alone as a state center; For example, by
establishing a link with the East Central ,Curriculum Network; our outreach
capacity has increased. considerably in the area of data basesearche8; requests
for fugitive materials and task lists."

"Promotes cost effectiveness when states utilize the system of locating and
acquiring materials for adoption or adaptation rather than new curriculurn
development ;"

7

* Suggested Responsibilities. ajd Project's`*

"Develop a fater and more efficient information retrieval system so teachers
can access state-of-the-art curriculum materials on a daily batis via a'

.,c9mputer hook-up." , 4

"Increase the awareness of services that are available and expand- these services;
to indude the latest state-of-the-art by initiating communication -Within and
between states by establishing and enforcing a reporting systeM."



,

"A systerin needs to be developed that will insure that good quality niater,ials are
put, into the hands of instructional staff who need to use them...a way of
insuring, that would be to provide incentives foi. districts to send instructional
staff merniyrsqo local workshops or dissemination activities."

"A curriculum,personnel resource file would provide a listing of personnel and
vocational syst*s in each of the states emit could sertiFas iri=Service -resources
and Medel sites for the iniproyement of cariculUrn development and systematic
delivery of instnictional .materials; By completion of the .activities of
determining needs and identifying the best in-service deliVererS a fiinctiefial
network contract can effectively serve its membership;"

"Know key persons and agencies serving minority popalatiOnS in the areas of
career education and counseling, vocational training, adult edacatiOn, English as
a Second Language.(ESL) and employment."

"A policy needs to be developed that will keep the collection timely. It appears
that not all states are m

to
their materials available to the ECN.

Perhaps this is a cost factor to the supplying agetiCieS. WhateVer the reason,
this is a factor that needs aite tion;"

4 i

"The Center can promote/s'how't e emplary progiams and practices in the
area of curri ulum." N.
"ECN can c rdinate the development of competenty based curriculum
established uporilncumb-ent worker.validated content; . CoordinatiOn would be
rieecWd to avoid duplication in new curriculum devekipnient or revision . of
Content, &livery or evaluation processes; Vocational curriculum would. have a 4
Single set of vocational guides available for adaptation or adoption by states or

curriculum materials to instructional staff, we;,shatild considering some

local education agencies; Regional-curriculum centers : uld be responsible for
dissemination and utilization activities. For dissemi ticin of good quality

\ alternative means such as Itoviding workshops for teaChert after school, on
Weekends. If that isn't possible,' shorter meetings, lo-calited,_ so that teachers
would only. have to be out of their classrooms for perhapS half a day as opposed
to an entire day or several days would be preferable."

N can--put together national pr.)grams of national priority topics and
or workshops and seminars for meMber states; provide monies for
al assistance for member states; and, provide quarterly (or more

uent) communique with curriculum inforMation for member states to
egrate or utilize into their curriculum disseminatiOn systemi!

"I' would suggest that the most responsible thing. or avenue the Center should
pursue in its plans for future endeavor is to emphasize its strengths; build upon
ttiat solid tvase of client support and expand cautiously into new ventures; If
bold new ptogram activities are undertaken Witheiit definite assurance of
ailyquate resources, an'erosiph of current program quality will cvccur. In short, I
would say that the Curriculum Center is headed in the right direction. Stay
With that direction and thrust and continue to btiild a stasified clientele.. You
are doing some things now in CAI - and that's excellent = toritinue those efforts
and if other resources becorne available tNat is the area Whith Was verhaps the
greatest curriculutn need;"
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"Provide' timely gh-technology for the post-secondary and adult leyel for the
common complaint is that vocational eduCiation is at the secondary le'vel. .To
facilitate this, increase the resource staff.

"One of the primary things we have to Work on in terms; of the network is th
consolidation and development of basic skillS materialt.n

.

"ECN and SLRs need to determine some kind:,of system that almost comes
autGtmatic a§ far as updating of curriculum is concerned; work with the'cluster
concept and streamline the CBE design of materials."

"There is a need not only for an identifi tion'of articulation from secOndary to
postsecondary. but all the way from el mentary; Another possibility I see is
identification of evaluation of criter" for curriculum materials. nationally.
Base considerations include CBE criter and reference measuresi objectivesi
and the right format:'

"We encourage the ECNCC to pursue its efforts in needs assessment in
curricula and develop curriculum with explicit emphasis on transportability so
that the investment is optimized. The software evaluation unit could be
strengthened and enhanced. We support the development of curricula in the
high tech areas and an enhanced effort in publication, dissemination, and
software acquisition." `

"Assist in formulating new priorities on fundingnot the same old ones. Assist
in development of curriculum based upon "outcome goals" to varying time-
frames (open entry-open exit); Assist in developing a statewide credentialing
system with new definitions; Creation of a realistic program to assist all thcise
now caught in the middle of the traditional elementary and secondary system
and the higher education systemi i.e. new curriculum for non=fraditioral
systems. Need new lines of communication with b-usinessiindustry and new
vocational training agencies. Need basic skillti i.e. math in vocational
education."

"The faster curriculum, changes occur or need to occur, the more imperative it
is not to have to throw away cars when the tires are worn out. Commercial
companies benefit by obsolescence because they are motivated by profit. The
Center has a definite role in being able to be motivated by needs instead of
being motivated by profit. The profit motive of commercial vendors needs to
be thoroughly examined for its positive and negative impact upon not only what
is being taught, but fit is being taught. This issue will become 'more and
more important as technology is applied to the teaching/learning processes."

"A greater emphasis is bing placed upon the blending of academics and
employment-related skillt. This kind of effort will require the active support
for curriculum development and curriculum dissemination. The ECNCC can
provide help in. this area. There is a growing acceptance for turrittilum changes
that prepare high school youth with the generic skills and knowledge they need
.for proactive self-management and other skills that are generalizable across
occupational areas:'

"Urge the organization of Exates to support the development of meta-models
that synthesize value analysis and competency modeling. This process goes
beyond passive mirroring of static job descriptions. This effort is inherently
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beneficial to hle sponsoring employer by incre ing production, job satisfaction,
and organiza:ilonal renewel. InnOvatiOns a e needed in the processes of
monitoring and documenting the knowledge and skills workers need."

.

"Problem is the construction of curricula that satisfies the requirement of the
approkiate ou ide accreditation;. agency and at the same time fit into the
established str e of the college system." .

"Develop state 'model' task lists toiacilitate the movement to CBVE."

"Promote the develoOrtient and loan of more audio - visual thaterialS especially
for tether education and for the specific occupational and to ital areas."

"Identify and maintain an updated list of model CBVE schools in other states."

"Integrate competency modeling, value analysis and job redesign into a dynamic
process somewhat Similar to the concept of quality grcles that would bf of
descriptive information that could be utilized by educators."

"The reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act of 1963, to be
acComplishecr-by September, 1984, will need to include_ considerations of
curriculum coordination and networking within its scope. Perhapt one of the
most useful activities that might happen in the year ahead would be an impact
assessment of a regional network; such as the ECN, in terms_ of its relationship
to the National Network and to its capacity assist State Liaison

Representatives."
I i"Curriculum coordination in vocational education cOritini s to be a major force

toward the articulation of vocational educationi Secondat postsecondary and
adult." ti

"Have each state develop a. directory listing every type of vocational
curriculum source located in that state and include information about
availability of curriculum for other interested individtialt or institutions.
Listing of occupational competency tests and entrance Standards assessment
tests available for purchase. Collect data froin eMplbyers that represent
occupational Clutters which would identify 'standatdt Of excellence -for each
specific occupational cluster; Example: What dOet the construction industry
and its unions identify as skills that reflect excellence in an employee?"

"A needs assessment of the local vocational prOgrain cUrrituliim resource needs
should be conducted in the participating states to provide an inventory of
curriculum resource. The means by which a needs assessment instrument could
be developed and implemented' would be theciUgh the combined efforts of the
State Liais-diri Representatives (SLRs) and the CCC staff."

"to ,atSiSt in the utilization of the inventoried information, ,a small" grants
program could be initiated by the CCC. T -Stablithment of the small grants
program by the CCC would make see one available to the states for the
purpose of development or adaptat on of curriculum and for assistance in
curriculum inservice activities."

13



"1 would like to see the Curriculum and reference materials, including slide /tape
support materials; (If some of these already exist, I am unaware of
thetti.)"

"Need to put together national, programs based upon "the national priority topics
the.Enernber states;" r-\

"Provide monies for the technical assistance for memb-er states."

"Provide . quarterly, or more frequent if necessary, 'communiques with
curriculum information to theismember states so that the member states could
integrate or utilize this information into their curriculum and dissemination
system." ;.

.1.

"With the continuing changei of technology occurring in this country, I believe
it is important that the Network as well as educatiOrial institutions become
involved in utilizing the microcomputer as an instructional t4 l."

"We see that there are great needs in software 'evaluation and dektelopment,
great _need- in hAdware selection and employment, further needs:in organizing -/
for_thiS_new partner and a large gap in understanding VIt potential of computer
assisted instruction' and computer managed instruction; :What I am suggesting is.
that these are areas of common need, since ..mos't schools now have
microcomputers. would welc6rne the sight of ,yoU taking..a leadership role as
you have:done with evaluation-. research, diffusion, regional cooperatives and .

instructional design; Sound educational uses of the microcomputers in' the
vocational-technical programs will 'spill,over' to other areas .ofNth-e curricuum
of our schools;"

"The. Center should computerize the _ following data _banks fOr the different
occupational clusters: task listsi performance 4jectiveso written exams and
product/performance checklists::: set up and develop a statewide model
computer management information system. This system. is necessary to
facilitate the implementation of CBVE in Illinois.,"Perhapsthis system could be
made available to schools on diskettes and aser docurnentition mantials." _

"If we qould -.discover a way in a crnbination of hard copy and Mitt _that
Would enable the network to do m re central 'dissemination for us we
have these printing problems;"

q.

"Develop a bibliography identifying:,diskettes and user entation mantals
available for institutions sea Chung for, instructional floater' available for uwV.t.
on .a MICroCOmputer;;;COntinUe to pr mote the use of rixtimputers in
communicating bibliography listsi task lists, !eau-fling guides etc; to various
schools in the state;..promote the de- lopinent &state de model for a
microcomputer managed instructio al system for competency -lxised
instruction;"

7'
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CHAPTER III

RECOMMENDATIONS

.

The at Central Curriculum Goordination Center, since it began operation`
. in Illinois in 1972, has become the largest vocational education resourcebcenter

the nation. The Center's qualified staff has established the Center's natLonal
reputation of offering quality, efficient and friendly service. 1/4

1r The EaSt Central Network expec to Continue its smooth operation of
dissemination of materials which has become routinized within most EaSt
Central states. But, due tO the complexity of state's needs; the ECN sees new
responsibilities emerging. This is based on the premise that ihe SLR's' role and
decisions are relating more. to currkulum management, design, development
coalitions and applications. -

.

The new responsiblitie include' theECN staff be current' with uses of nets
technology On curriculum development; abreast of innovative design for w:
streamlining- the curriculum updating process; and successful in inCorporating;
technology into the library dissemination system which will expedite. the

: updating of resources and. the acquisitiop of Information reqUested by clients;
It also means- the ECN assumes leadership responsibilitie,s for identifying;
establiShing and 'implementing criteria,, standards, and/or policy, which
generate quality curricula:

The Cen'ter's staff felt' that identification of' vocational curriculum needs of
the clients and potential clients of the Center was essential for dettermining the
value of ongoing activities and services of the Center; 0rIce the value has been_:
establishedi__decisions can be made to delete some. activities /services and-,
deteimine aew' ones to assuine. - 1.

The Public hearing Future Ctirriculum .Development Needs -4-n Vocatioliti
4 Education and Training enabled the East Central-Network staff to collswct 1data

from testimony; The data; reflects testimony delivered b-y,-31: individuals, A-
breakdown of professions represlented '14 the testifiers include - university
students, professors ;. instructors (seCopdary and , postsecondary),-;
industry /business; career guidance, protect directorivrofessional organizations
and state department positrolbs.. The tegitifierSrekesented the states of Illinois,

,Indtiana;, Michigan', MinnOota, -Missouri, Ohio, Peririsylvania, Virginia end, -

-..

t silk'Wisconsin. . . , _.

Recominendations, Justifications and Recommended Action

The
'

flowing recommendations are suggested . for, the East Ceptral
I .

Network. These recommendation; are bateil can the content from testimony
submitted for the hearing. Justificatidn, also based Zrifi testimony, f011ows each
recommendation. The recommended. action consists_ of suggestions gleaned
from the testimony which would help the'statf at the -East Central uericulu

' Center offer the type of service the clientwre requesting.
Jr
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RECOMMENDATION Seek federal funding for the support of the East Central
._Netrvork Center concept.

ECN is :the only national /regional organization
functioning to disseminate curriculum resources
representing all areas of vocational education; whose
services reach thousands of people.

ECN efficiently =and effectively collects and
disseminateS curriculum information thtis minimizing
duplication efforts resulting in cost savings for state(s);

ECN is a source of information about vocational

Justification:

curriculum trends and other vocational concerns which
assists in minimizing nartow=tunneled vision; thinking
and decision making.

Recommended Action: Respond to national RFP which is specifically designed
for the regional curriculum center by ;submitting a

,proposal of highest quality.

tt Submit proposals tORFPS issued by private and public
agencies at the national and state levels.

RECOMMENDATION: y Expand on =going services provided by the East
Central Network.

Justification.:

Recommended Action:

Availability of updated and new curriculum resources
representing the 12 state region and five regional
curriculum centers.

Offering of supportive -staff and. to facilitate
curriculum design /implementation and -joint curriculum
projects.

Professional deVelopment and opportunity for idea
exchange and problem-solving for SI;12- through regional
meetings.

Inser vice activities for college classes an
..education adminsistrators (LEAs);

esign an inservice program which can be delivered' a
orkshop, audio-visual presentation; teleconference, or

satellite meeting which a) identifies the services of the
fenter; b) explains accessing the resources; and c)
provides the state-of-the-art curriculum for people
involved in curriculum affairs.

16tal

Design the network system so that information reaches
all curriculum involved people including those who
implement curriculum in the classroom or training site.
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RECOMMENDATION: Build more effective liaison and networking relations.

Justification:

w

Liaison and networking relationships provide means for
problem solving, contribute to maintaining/updating
vocational training programs, foster intra-state personal
contacts and a4'w adoption or adaptation of curriculum.

The ECN provides the SLRs, a vital link to the network
system, opportunities in the sharing of curriculum
development products and services; in the interchange of
information/ideas and spinoffs that occur from that with
other - people; in maintaining curriculum as a high
priority; -and in assessment and evaluation of national
curriculum concerns which enables the SLR to provide
leadership in marketing 'and work program devlopment.

The ECN is and can be used as a position of strength for
justification/acceptance of proposed cha?ges, as a buffer
between state and federal programs, as an alert system
for agendas of concern to states and as headquarters for
the dissemination of all national research and
development projects.

The ECN needs to let; every;. developer and user of ,
vocational curriculum know of its existence and the
services j:rovided through the continued use 'of
newsletters and other effective means of
communication.

Recommended Action: Establish contact with state funded ` grantees of
curriculum oriented projects.

Obtain regional 800 telephone number. for the Center
which would provide easier access to the Center and
prOvide quicker assistance to the Center's clients;

Design communiques which are eye-catching for specific
target populations such as local administrators:

Design in-service wc4kShops tailored for specific
grouings of organizations such as educational
community, business community and accreditating
,agency, which will assist in the designing, modification
and implementation of curriculum.

Structure regional meetings which promote. formal and
inrmal interchange with other people to maximize
ways_in which SLRs can become familiar with curriculum
and curriculum-related areas and minimize narrow and
parochial thinking;

vDevelop an advertising campaign to reach the. vocational
eduCation population and inform them of the services
avai ble through the National Network for CurricOlurn
Coor ination in Vocational and Technical E,ducation;

17



RECOMMENDATION: Incorporate those aSpects which will increase the quality -
and effectiveness' of the present EaSt Central 'Network
operati9n;

Justification: Continue services but with the latest apd most up-to-
date resources expanded to include names, of available
specIalists, microcomputer _.--,hardware. and:

4 information, and audio-visual curriculunk m,aterials;

Develop quality control to insure OiSserninated
curriculum is of highest quality to include -of
curriculum development standards and criteria:

Develop a bioaderevaluation system for clients' usage.'-
Additional acquisition'of the more: popiilar resarces'and
quicker and more attractive means :for iii' orming and
disseminating resources.

Linguistically and culturally appropriate tUrriculurn
resources are especially crucial to serving the Hispanic
(and other minority) populations. ,

Recommeride ction: Design a cotnputer pat.ke't to inclUde' state-of-the-a(L...
technologies, explanation of 'a 'computerized ;.library
system, description. membership with national
computer networks, software evaluation and review;

Expand the bibliographies to include visual aids.
_

Design a means of assessing curriculum materials to
'identify high quality resources.

Publish a competency based packet which includes new
CI-WE materials, model CBVE. schools. in, the 12 statesi
directory listing vocational' -;: curriculum located
throughout region to include availability .01 curriculurni
and a liSting of personnel and vocational ,systemS that
could serve as in-service resources and hfodel sites:

Organize and implement an evaluation process which
identifies quality curriculurni would be applicable to the
12 state region 3 and would incorporate means for user

>reaction to curriculur'n.

FOrmalize a process. ' whereby federally produced
resources which focus .on minority populations and their
'unique problems (such as language) are automatically
placed in:regional curriculum centers.,

o.

. :

Focus on recommendations and eValuations of materials
deSigned for minority populations. ;. .
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RECOMMENDATION: ACE *Aire federal and state approyal and monetary support
itiriplenient then suggestions which would_ meet

curriculum needs throughout the East Central Network:

Justification:

Recommended Action:

D6,elcip a ' fatter and more efficient information
retrieval system to include state-of-the-arts, automatic'
updating, and computerization with available floppy
disks as a source of Information;

Develop and implement incentive devices to assure
implementation/of curriculum;

EStabliSh a curriculum resource file to include
curriculum_ personnel, exemplary programs, national
programs focusing on national priority topics, "model"
task lists, model CBVE, schools/programs, and a listing of
every type of vocational curriculum source in individual
states.

Develop means for all states in the; region to share
copies of curriculum with the Center;

ASSitt in the areas of regional concern such as
ariculation, new priorities for fundiAg, curriculum
development for non-traditional programs, basic skills in
vocational education, monitoring and documenting the
knowledge and skills workers need, computerized
'systems.

Emphasize to the state and federal authorities the need
for a complete computerized East Central' Curriculum
Center operation. The system would meet the nee& of
the clients as evidenced by the testimony. The:
computerized system wouldprovide a) quicker_ service, b)
more information, c) assessment information, d) resource
files on competency based education such as exemplary
programs, personnel, sites and e) curriCulum codiponents
such as task lists and assessment instruments.

Explore and design incentive means for .curriculum
implementation;

Campaign for the need of total eurricurum 'sharing by'all
states in the East .Cent al Curriculum Region.
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CHAPTER IV

EVALUATION

According to Raizen and Rossi 1 "a frequently voiced statement about
evaluation is that evaluation findings are rarely used ;" It is hoped the audiences
for which the Proceedings is designed will be affected by the content and will
be influential in generating the implementation of some--if not all - -of the
suggestions identified in the testimony; The' major audiences for which this
document is designed include the current and potential clients of the East
Central Curriculum Center; personnel affiliated with each of the six regional
curriculum centers; and people in key positions' who are influential in decision
making relating to a) funding of the Center and b) approving new projects,
activities; and resources for the Center;

Evaluation, an essential component of any activity, project, system or unit
of organization, is a means of determini g success and improvements needed.
Though the East Central Network is in bled in on-going evaluation of its
organization, a need existed to evaluate ocess of the public hearing
Future Curriculum Development Needs in Vocati. Education and Training, to
confirm that evidence existed to support the Center, to identify a major
common concern expressed in the testimony, to identify the resources needed
to implement suggested changes, and to relate to the transitions occurring in
the area of accountability.

Assessment_of_Hearing Process

The assessment instrument designed for the hearing focused on-three areas:
organization; representation, and value. Each ,individual participating at, the
hearing was requested to respond to the eval4ation form and to return the form
before leaving the hearing. Of the, 18 participants who gave oral testimony;"10
evaluations were usable. A Likert-type scale with a value range of"
(ExCellent) to 1 (Poor) was used to, assess the main and sub categories. An
evaluation form is in Appendix B.

The overall mean for each of the main categories was:

Organization. Tc 3.4
Representation R.. 3.0
Value 3.5

The overall mean for each _sub-category of the three main categories is
identified in Appendix B. With a possible overall X of 4.0, the basic analysis is
indicative -that the organization, representation and value of the hearing was
above average, ranging from good to excellent.

The date of the hearing; Oct. 26; 1981, was correlated with the Fall
Regional SLR Meeting. This enabled the SLRs to attend the hearing and also
give testimony if they so chose; The Chicago site provided for better
geographical representation sine Chicago is the location of many- regionally
based busineSses and industries and the transportation systems offered easy
access to the city. The expense involved in sponsoring the hearing was kept to
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a minimum because of dovetailing the'hearmg; fall meeting and location of site.
Because of their concern for vocational education, individuals were willing to
pay personal expenses to testify at the heating:

The public 'earing is evidence that people are concerned about the future of
the East Centra Curriculum Ceryter and curriculum related matters. Why else
would the indivi uals give of their own, time, money, -and effort to supply
testimony. The evidence contained in the PrOceedings supports:

The doncept of the regional vocational curriculum center.

The importance of the East Central Curriculum Center.

The, value of present services offered by the East Central
Curriculum Center.

The total sharing of curriculum resources among the six
re,yonal_cen ter s.

The need for continuing preSent services but to expand and
implement _new_services:

The East Central Crirriculum Center has received funding to continue
operating through FY 1986 at which 'time" a pew RFP be issued. The
funding is indicative of the .value of the, concept of regional vocational
curriculum centers; -the importance of the East Centr'al CurriCulum Center, and
the value of the present services 'offered by the East Central Curriculum
Center; ;

idatarF;oncern

A major concern expressed by the participants at the Hearing is the lack of
sharing of resource4y states 1:thin the East Central Region and by the other
regional centers; concept of a National Network for Curriculum
Coordination in Vocational and TeChnical Education emerged from the
recognition that curriculum development and dissemination efforts were often
fragmented and duplicative, and the 'assumption that coordinated curriculum
management is essential to improved educational effectiveness."2 Of the
original -goals which are still maintained by the Network, two goals emphasize
the sharing concept, They are:

To proVide a mechanism for the sharing of information on
curriculum materials available and under development.

To coordinate activitLes in the curriculum development,
dissemination, and utilization Vvith the aird, of avoiding unwarranted
driplicatkons, enhancing quality of effort,, Increasing the
vansportability of curriculum materials, and improving their
acceptance-and use.

The sharing of curricula has allowed "many states with limited curriculum
development resources= to adapt NetWork-identified materials from other
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states; This procedure has been increasingly beneficial...2'2

The East Central Curriculum Center's staf believes strongl§ in the sharing_
philosophy; However; the staff can only encour e that others share._ At this"

time it is wise to remember that "the strength of the National Network is in the
uniqueness of its cooperative structure...and the key to successful netviorking ,

has been the State Liaison Representative."2 The NNCCVTE Director'S Council
and the U.S. Department of Education can play a major role in evaluating the
present status of sharing by states and regional curriculum centers;

The present funding and guidelines for the East Central Curriculum Center
allow the continuation of present services; reinstatement of a quarterly
newsletter; and some provision for new activities. The staff appreciates the
opportunity to serve the clients and promote the goals of the regional curriculum
center;

Resources for Implementation of Change

A2Yording to Feldman,3 "there's a tendency for the world to change faster
than our perceptions of it...so today's policies often deal with yesterday's
realities.", The East Central Curriculum Center's staff 'is very concerned about
changes Which' are necessary to handle :the requirements of the "information"
society. The changes would require resources that would enable the expansion of
a dissemination system which would get information immediately to curriculum
concerned people. The clients and the Center are utilizing a dissemination
system that hovers on the brink of antiquity if it is to meet tomorrow's
curriculum needs.

0.

To :continue the quality, efficient service the East Central Curric
Center is known for and to implement the aiggestioni, made from' the teStimO
the staff would like to pursue the following:,

Purchase a satellite dish' which would facilitate conferen ing;
inservice, and allow the Center to sOve as a demonstration sit for
satellite installation capabilities and expand. computerization o the
Center's information by automating circulation through use of
system with as CLSI.

Costs to states for accessing electronic information should beborne
through the Center's contract (e.g. 800 telephone number; telenet
computer network).

joint or regional curriculum development should be initiated; and
supported by Center funding; to address critical regional curriculum
needs.

Researn on instructional issues. that bear on the delivery of
curriculurh content should be the charge of the c. enter to provide a
"flow" and complimentary set of information along with curriculun?
developinent.

Participating states should be required to share curriculum
materials as part of their role in the curriculum network.

a
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To implement the above' requires money and firm commitment to tie
future. Instead of diverting attention to,reSponding to other RFPs; which would::'
take away time for providing qwality service to its clients, the staff hopes the.
decision makers involved with the budget concerns of the regional _curriculum
centers will, display s,4the foresight and\ wisdom to make available funds for the
expansidn of a dissemination system which will meet the needs of the
information Society. Either a longer (5 years or More) contractual period or
selection of ,CCCs on a non-competitive basis is recommended.

Accountability

The importance of evaluation concerning the dissemination system and
quality resources was cited in specific testimony:.

"Though an opportunity now 'exists . for reaction to resources, a
computerized system would be more efficient to obtain' such data; should
help the Center to identify resources of high quality; would strengthen
the networking concept through fransportability of resources; and would
be a means of being more selective of resources, leading to better
utilization of storage space." (Barbara Bush)

The' fast pace of technology and its effect on curriculuin related issues,
especially4the ever increasing amount of i rmation-, causes individuallk to seek
quality curriculum usejble for their individu fessional needs. The need 'for
curriculum overshadOWs the source of - cu riculum. Though evaluation is
essential and the. Center must be accountable, a. better perspective is expressed
in this piece of testimony:

"I think it is too much to expect that every person who receives or uses a
product from a resource center or some kind of networking system is
suppose to know what the network is all about or how it functions and so
forth...that is something we have to keep in milid in terms of evaluating
the services and products that we deal with through the networking
system." (Ed Cory)

1. Raizen, Senta A. and Rossi, Peter H.; (Eds.) Program Evaluation in

Education: When? How? To What Ends?, National Academy Press,
Washington, D.C. 1981, p. 97.

2. 10th Annual Repo of the National Network for Curriculum Coordination in

Vocaticinal=Technical Education, East Central Curriculum Center,
Springfield, IL .1982, p. 2, 4, 3.

3. SwariSon,_ Gordon I. (Ed.) The Future of Vocational Education. Feldman,
Nuevih "LoOking Ahead: A Matter of Necessity." AVA, Arlington, VA 1981.
p.35.
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CHAPTER V

1,6-ritiONV,.
, c

The public hearirig future .Curriculum- Needs ii.,VticAttnil Edtwation and
Training, °Co-sponsored ,by the tast Central Network Curriculum Center and the
U,S. Department' of Eduatiotp Region-Vi included, oral recorded caste tapes,
and written tettimony: In most cases,

but
who taye, oral testi -_ ny. also

tubmitted a written document. Individualt wanting tto` testifbut - j,ia not
attend the hearIng submitted.either Catsette,tapebr written ttestimonyl.

i!.

Testifier . - ,_.:

The participants are listed according to state. Each participart is i enti ied
- .

by name, professional position; and city....

Illinois
Tom Boldrey, Kinetic Systems- Corporation, Leckport
Barbara BUth, Undergraduate Student, Home EconiSmies,Education, Illinois

State University, Normal
Eileen Falls, Undergraduate Student, Herne Economks EducatiOn,

State University,. Normal
Ri-c.hard W. Glogovsky, Assistant Director, Lake County' Area Vocational

Center, Grayslake
Norman G.,Lawt, Professor of EduCation, Chicago State UniVersityi Chicage
Jeanne Lopez-Valadez, President, Hispanics in Vocational 'Educatibh,

Arlington Heights
JIM NayloriVbcatiOnal Director, Lockport Township High Sehool, Lockport
Urban T. Oen, Project Director,. Illinois Competency Based Vocation

Education Project, Grayslake IF
Jack Pfeiffer, Director, Lawrence Adult Center, Springfield
Merrill Redemer, Associate Prefessor of Administration, S- amon State

University, Springfield:
Charles Schicktier, SLR and Research and Development, State Department

Of Adult, Vocational and Technical Education, Springfield
Michelle M. Sibigtrotht Director, Region II Career duidance Center,

Rockford
Ronald W. tadt, Professor of Vocational, Education Studies, Southern Illinbit

University,_ Carbondale . _.
.Ridge Watkins,_ Associate Professor and Medical Laboratory Technology .-

Diretter, Malcolm X College, Chicago .

Indiana ,,,AndreW M. Adaska, Area Vocational. Director, Schbol City of Hammond,
Hammond

C.: Edward Brewn, SLR and State Coordinator for Supportive. Services and
Program Improvement, Indianapolis .

Clyde V. Celgrove,' 'Director. of Instruction-Student Affairs, Indiana
Vocational Technical. College, Hammond

Mictugan
Ed Coes-f SLR _d M_ ichigan Departrrient of ducation,_ Lansing -
Gloria .Kielbato oordinator, Michigan Vocational Education ResoUree.

.Center, East Catistfig
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Betty Leavitt, President-Elect; Michigan Vocational' Currittiluni Leaders,
Marysville

Howard Tapp, Program Manager Instructional ServiceS, Kent. Skills Center;
Gr nd.RapidS

Minnesota
Fred C. McCormick, President, Educational Operations Concepts, Inc.,

Paul

Missouri
Roy Bohn; Instructor; Four Rivers Area Vbcational-Technical School;

Washington

Tom Hindes; BusinesS and Industrial
Ohio

and Development CoordinatOr,
Ohio State University; Columbus

Darrell ParkS44 State Vocational Director; Robert Balthaser; RCU; Toyce,
Keefer; Acting SLR; Torn_ Hindes, The Ohio State University BuSinesS and
Industry ConSultant; State' Department of Education; Columbus (Position Paper)

Pennsylvania_
Vernon Register, SLR and Vocational Education Program_ Support 'Services,

State Department of Education, Harrisburg
Thomas 3. Walker; Associate Professor. .---and Director o ; Instructional

Programs; Center for Votational Personnel Preparation; Indiana. ;

Virginia . .

.

Kay Brown; SLR and Curriculum Specialist; State Department of Education,
Richmond

Wisconsin .

Lou ChinnasWarny, SLR and Board ofi Vocational, 'Technical and Adult
s, :

Education; Madison .
. 1

Spiro Mehail; Milwaukee Technical College; Milwaukee.
Kenneth H.. Mills, Director of InStructional Services' and Research and

Planning seevite, Gateway Technical Institute; Kenosha

Testimony
The testimony presented on, the _following pages is for .the' most part

verbatim. Some of the testimony has been reproduced as it was submitted;
some haS bteri retyped to conserve spacei and in a few cases where a written
docUment .was not received; the testimony was transcribed froM tapes.- Lou
ChinnaSiivaity gave ,bral testimony at the hearing. Because Of' a poor quality
tape a;nd betaUSe there is no written, document; testimony is not Included in
this ptiblication.
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industry
Based
IldneKtion
and
Training
Program
26; October 19E0

Sponsored by: KineticSystems Corporation, Lockport
Township High School District 205. rd the 111inoi0State
Board of Education,-*Depay0ent Of Adult, Vocational

,,,,and Technical Education.

Dr. Tom Boidrey
lanetlaystems Corporation
11 Mary/knoll Drive
Lockport, Illinois 60441
(815) 838-0005 c.

Testimony'to the U.S. Department of Education Region V Office:

May I begin by extending my here=to-fore uneXpressecicomplimentsto the
staff of ECNCC. I would imagine that your job is rather thankless; If
you hear from people; ft is probably because of problems; Without excep-.
tion; I have always- received protpt; personalized; professiortaland
resourceful service to my incitiiries and requests; My only frustration is
the busy signal I get from busy phones.

This hearing could not'be more timely. The. issues. of curriculum change
are central to both the problets of vocational education as well as the
positive' potential vocational education possesses. The_so-called "high
tech" crisis is a blessing in disguise. We ere in the beginning phases
of an unparalleled opportunity in vocational education because of the
motional attention focused upon edUCat4.on and the growing acceptance by
educators of the need fOr changej The ECNCC has., a concomitant unprece-
dented opportunity.to serve the urgent needs of vocational educators at7
the secondary and poSt-secondary level.

If the "two-plus-two" concept of preparing people for high technology
occupations iS going to be implemented .very widelyi, it will require
the rallying of resources to accomplish this goal., On the surface;
the concept is simple_butthe implications for major_curriculum
change for the comprehensive high school are Staggering. Local
school districts cannot support these-changes by themselves and even
if they could it would not be a wise expenditure of resources.

II. A:coordinatedeffort; using the best expertise possible, is needed:to
ideatify.the components of the core curriculum. Educators need -help

-On :Analyzing the pros and cons of the "two7plus-two" concept and they_
rieedjielp in strategic planningnecessary:to implement the articulated
"twd=plus-two" concept batWeen high schoOl and post-secondary institu-
tions.

.The Illinois State Board of Education recently aedeNed the:recommenda=
'tions of the Employment Education Policy Study. I qUOtefsom this
study: "a distinct academic, general or vocational curriculum in
schools is no longer valid"._ A greater emphasis is being ,placed upon
the blending of academics and employment-related skill8.- This kind -of
effort will require the active iUpport'for curriculum development and
curricurun dissemination. The ECNCC can provide help in this area..
There is, a growing acceptance for curriculUm changes that prepare, high

.
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sChool_youth_with the generic skills and knowledge they need for
proactive self- management and other tkill8 that are generalizable
across occupational areas.

IV. As a vocational educator, I am embarrassed to find such a small_
amount_of curriculumthat has a Verifiab1 0 direct relationship to the
knowledge And skills_Wbrkers need_in-order to be optimumly productive,.
If vocational education had to rely only'upon commercially developed
and published materials,: am convinced the problems would be even
'greater. One_of the;common problems of most good vocational teachers
is the same kind of problem I faced asaclassroom teacher in the
1960's and alto at_the university leVel in the 19801s. Selecting
textbooks and curriculum packages for courses is based upon choosing
the lesser of the eVilt. It is like having to buy a car when all you
wantailethefOur tires. There is usually only a smallportion_of what
you bty_that matches_your needs well. Think of the possibility of
being able to mix and match from several sources. The faster curricu-
lum changes occur or needbU'occur, the more imperative it is not to
have to throw away dars'When.the tires are:worn out Commercial
companies benefit by obsolence because they are motivated by profit,
The center has a 4efiniterole inbeingableto be motivated by needs
instead of, being motivated by profit; The profit motive of commercial
vendors needs to be thoroughly examined for it's positive and negative
impat upon not only what isbeing taught, but how it is being taught.

issue will become more and more important as technology is
applied to the teaching/learning processes;

V41_ I feel the time pressures for this presentation just as most good
vocational educators are feeling the time pressures, Vocational,
education is facing unprecedented presuresto change not only what is
-being taught but how it is taught; How to use advanced technology in
the teaching/learning process is becoming a major 9oncern. I urge the

ECNCC to take a proactive and futuristic role in helping vocational'
education teachers to be informed about the state-of-the-art techno-
logies like video-teleconferencing and other emerging technological
applications it education.

There is even a need for teacher and-counselors to be able to borrow
cOmputr software programs to decide if they want to purchaser adopt
Or adapt them to their local conditions.

VI. -Vocational education has historically been a key ingredient to the
economic health'of our natian. Vocational education has been a vital
component in preparing people for working.'.RPcently0.vocational
education has lagged behindin Ability to keep pace with changes

taking place in the workplace. Not enough effort has been placed on
the processes for identifying new and emerging occupations. Nbt
enough effort has been placed on the processes -of monitoring and
documenting what workers need to know and be Able:to do_to be produc-
tive employees.._ This fundamental tirtt Step is the most vulnerable
aspect of vocational education.' Mott of the traditional approaches
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to task analysis ar- ot cost effectipe nor are they fast enough.

Gordon Dveirin andr_h e proposeta "win-win" approach be developed

that benefits employers &benefits the providers of employment
education and training; Our suggestion is to integrate competency
modeling, value analysis and jOb redesign into a dynamic process
somewhat siM4ar to the concept ofquality circles that would spin-
off descriptive information that could be utilized by educators._
Time does not permit elaboration of this idea here, but I would be

.

glad to respond to inquiries;

However, I would like to urge the organization of states -to support

the development of meta-models that synthesize value analysis and

competenCy modeling. This process goes beyond passive mirroring pf

static job diScriptions, This effort is inherently beneficial to

the sponSoring employer by increasing.production, job satisfaction,

and orginizationalrenewal; Inno ions are needed in the processes

of monitoring and documenting the owledge and skills workers need. ,



Chpirperson; MemberS of the Committee:

I am Barbara BUSh; a student at Illinois State University. I am currently
completing my'BaCheltir of Stience dsgree in Home Economics Education; It
was during_enrollment in One of my caifurses that I had the opportunity to visit
the East Central curriculum Center in Springfield. Through this visit I became
familiar with the'SerVices and materialS offered to teachers of vocat nal and
technical subjects. I was also ablEi. to utilize a variety._ of materials
available at the Center during my student teaching experien They proved to
be very. helpful and of excellent quality. Because of this; I think the Curricul6m
Center, is a great asset to teachers.

I speak for myself; expressing my concern -for' the need of good educational
resources. I am aware of the large course loadsteachers are forced to carry
and tVe 'extra demands on their time; Their need for Lassistance in curriculum
develdpment and materials_ which are easily accessible and ready to use is
great-6'r 'today than ever before. I foresee that the demand will become even

:'greater ,n the future because of the technological changes and the increase of

new inf rmation.

AlthoUgh the CUrrittilUm Center has been fulfilling these Ineeds; as well as
several. others; the Center should continue to meet the needs of teachers so
they in tikki; will haVe time for their students. In order for the Curriculum
Center. to deterMine theSe needs, monies should be. made available to establish
andk-rnaintaih ai.sySterh for determining curriculum needs in vocational and
technical edUcatioh; to coordinate activities in curriculum dissemination and
Litilizatiori; to increase the effectiveness of curriculum materials; and to
enhance their transportability. ;

The way to establish and maintainSuch a systerp'to coordinate' activities In
curriculum development,__ dissemination and :utilization would be to develop a
complete computerized library system. This system would keep the material
listings up,to7-date and current; allow other networks to promote- the Center;
and allow for easier :transportation of materials; This system could easily be
expanded as the need arises. The initial expense to implement such a
computerited SySteth is large. However; upkeep; upgrading; And' expanding a
system--once installe&=does hot require large,outlays of money;

The airritUlUM needs in vocational and 1, ethnical education. can be
determined byhavitig instructors fill out questionharies; at least' annually, as to
what shoUld be useful to them in the future; The Center could tally these
results. and attempt to make these materials available; Such an assessment
does reciiiire MaterOls; service, and time...cOst; factors which are worth the
monetary' iliVeStriterit. Again, money should be available coeiduct the
assessment:; .

A

The effecti'Vene'SS of the curriculum materiali can egsily be determined by.
setting up a system_ so the user_ of the materials can evaluate its effectiveness
before, returning the materials to the "center for recircul

materiali; a computer ed system would
non; Though an

opportunity now exists for reaction to
be more efficient -to obtain such data. This would also elp the Center to
identify resources of high quality, would be a means of being more selective of
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re urces and lead to better utilization of storage pace. The transportability
of resources throughia computerized system would strengthen the networking
concept; therefore; reaching more people with services and materials.

Thank you for, giving me;_ a student at Illinois State University; this
opportunity to share my ideas with you.

30
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October 26; 1983

. Chairperson and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for allowing me'fb share my enthusiasmfor.the Sangamon
Curriaulum Center with you. My name is Eileen. Falls and I am a senior
i)t Illinois State ,University. Upon graduation in December, I will
receive my Bachelor of Science degree in Home Economics Education.

This past spring I student taught at Delevan High School and
experienced first hand the many benefits pf the East Central Curriculum
Center,in Springfield. Prior to this'teaching assignment, I had an
opportunity to spend some time at the center. Through the information
made available to me I was able to:-

1. Use the most updated.teachtng'aids and materials availdbl
2. Benefit from the experiences of those teachers who have

assisted in making this material available.
3. And most important, the students were the recipients of not

just oneteaching,concept, but were able to receive the benefit
of a number of teachingfideas roll' 4 into one through the use
'of the information made ailable to Me through the Curriculum
Center.

Or 4
The resources the Center provided proved to be of very high quality,

extremely,helpful to me as a teacher,'and I can assure you, both-
/interesting and benefici to the students as well.

Thcough my somewhat 1 mited teaching experience, and my exposure to
a number of long time teaching professionals, I have become very aware of::

1. The need for constant updated educational resources.
2. The increasing course loads and extra demands that limit

the teacher's time for independent research.
3. The students' need to be kept abreast of the vast amount

of information being made available, as well as the rapid
technological changes taking place%

-

As yOU all know; the primary concern of a teacher is the student.
I sincerely feel that the'Curriculum Center, and its concepts will/
continue to be an ever increasing factor in meeting both the.students'
and teachers' needs. However, knowledge and money seem to go hand in
hand, and financial assistance is needed to establish And maintain a
system for determining curiftulum.needs in vocational andlechnical

I education, to coordinate activities in the curriculum development,
dissemination'and utilizatibn, enhancing quality effort and the trans:-
portability of curriculum materials.

By developing a complete computerized library system, it Will
coordinate -activities in curriculum:development, dissemination'And
utilization. ThroUgh such a syftem, materials will be kept up-to-date.
It will also.allow for easier accessability_and transportation of the
materials. . Computerized systemskre easy to up-dite and to enlarge when
and if needed. 'The initial cost of such a system is large, but once it
is installed it does not require a lot of money.
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The Curriculum needs in vocational and technical education,as well'
as the curriculum effectiveness can:be _determined in lobe step By

/-Z-Ntinga complete computerizedlibrary system, such a syStem could: ask,
upon return of materials, to evaluate-what-they-used ando-state-vihat--4
more could be done to meet the future needs of the teacher; .'Applying
this'information into a computer will create a more efficienystem.in
helpingto obtain particular dataUsing the computer 55/Stem:to trans-
port resources will only enhance'and strengthen the Curriculum Center's
concept while reaching more.iteachers;.

(lnce'agdin; thank.you for listening to my ideas;::.

e

Eileen Fall's

1
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Yett:imonY_
Presented: By .

Richard W: Glogovsky'
Assistant Director

Lake County Area' Vocational Center
19525 WeSt Washington Street

Grayslake, IL 60030

PreseugOdo
.

Region V Education_pirector Bob HeWlett
East Central. Network

on

October 26; 1983

USDE Region V Cipference Room
12th Fioor;'Student''FinanCial Assistance

300 South Wacker Drive
Chicago; IL.
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, ,...
-Dick Glogovskyi:Oe Assi.ttp.lAsDitecOr in charge of-curriculum

developMent at the Lake tOUnty Atea-Vbcational'Center,10catedi4n Grayslake,'
Illinois; The Center presently offers 20 vocational programs to more than
1300 junior and senior high school 'students bussed in from 19.feeder dis-
tricts throughout thecounty.

Our. Center opened its doors to students in September 1977._'At that
time a great deal of curricuUR development needed to be accomplished,
and very little was available from other schools. During that time we
were 4ntroduce&tO 4$ebeqca-Douglas5, Directotof,theEast.Ontral Curri-
cuTUmAetWork; We were'ableto obtaih-avatqetY':of curriculum Materials
for use'at our Center. Since that meeting; our staff and I have been
utilizing the Curriculum Center in Many ways: Some of these include:

,

Acquiring materials-used in.'

a. Teaching and serving Special Needs students. .

b. Developing program task lists, objectives and course
outlines for .new .and existing courses.

c. Identifying me'thods and materials helpful to,beginning
teachers.

The presentations. given by'the,Network staff at our Center were
especially helpful in having our instructors understand the services
available. :

-4.-

j.
During the last five years, our Vocational Ced*.er has teen actively

involved in utilizing the competency-based individualized learning
_ delivery system; This-competency-based system of learning has recently
been made apart of the new federal bill dealing with Jobs Training
Partnership Act; This delivery system requires in.StIctors to examine
ex.isting traditionaWour5e Zontent and develop a program,task list and
a greathumber,o_ student learning-guides required for utilizatiOn-in a -.)1.
vocational prog am;

.

In reference to the move which is being'made toward competency-based
learning, I,would suggest thatithe East Central Network continue their
effort in making -these materials available. fwould support the continu-
ation of the'following ideas:

1. On a national basis, collect competenOy-based.materials and make
them_available_to institutions requesting the same.

2. Develop -and maintain various bibliographies covering audio-visual
aids_relevarif to occupational and technical'education.

3. Continue to publicize Network services and materials available
to staff and administrators.

4. Continue to tie into nationalcomputer networks for sharing and
retrieval of information..

5.. :Search for curriculum-for 4htghftech_andnewand_emerging occupa-
-tions, and disseminate io.°Siaie funded high tech project directors
.and tb.;schools implementing the same.

6. Carry, en a closer relationshipvith state funded grantees requiring
curriculum materials and services from the Network.
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With the continuing changes of technology occurring in this country,
I belive it is important that the Network as well as educational institu-
tions become involved in utilizing the microcomputer as an instructional
tool. At the present time, our Center owns 25 microcomputers. The
majority of them are used in our Data Processing and Secretarial Office'
-Occupations programs. In this area, I bIlieve the Network, could be ofcould
assistance if some of the following effarts were continued and initiated:

1. Develop a bibliography identifying diskettes and user documenta-
tion manuals available for institutions searchjngfor instruc-
tional materials available for use on a microcomputer.

. Continue to promote the use of microcomputers. in communicating
bibliography lists, task lists, learning guides, etc. ta.various
schools in thg state.

3. -Promote the development of.a statewide model for.a microcomputer-
managed instructional system for competency-based instruction.

In conclusion; I would Tike to say that the East &ntral Network

staff has been very helpful-to our Center during thepast seven years.
We will continue to utilize their services in order to improve educational
opportunities offered to our participating students in Lake County.
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Chicago StateUniversity 4,,,..;..ii c,
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s
T 0k

,° Department of Occupational Education
i-2

.r.,

Ninety-Fifth Street at King Drive
NI\
NV- tik.

Chicago, Illinois 60628 o.s. hisos.

Telephone 312/995-3807

Ladies and Gentlemen:

My name is Dr. Norman G. Laws. I it a Professok_of Education at Chicago.

State University, located at 95th and King Drive on the far South side of the

city. I want to express my appreciation for this opportunity:to visit with

you about our relationships and experiences with the East Central Network for

Curriculum Coordination. It has been a very positive relationship:

But before continue, I want you to knOw that our 117 year old university

has a long hi'story in teachei education, first as a Normal school, a Teachers

College and now a multi-purpose and multi-racial university. We offer both
.

the bachelors and masters degree in our five colleges. My particgIar funCtion

is in the graduate' program in the Departtent of Occupational Education within

the .College of Education. I am involved with advanced methods courses, cur-

riculum development, and research courses.

At first the lation of the location of ECN Springfield seemed remote
*-

.i

to usi especially with several fine libraries heEe in theWCity, including our

°A with ERIC:, computet Search etc; But more and more of our students reported
.

to us their experiences with ECN. After the.centerwas moved onto the Sangamon

State University campus, I traveled to Springfield to inspect the collection.

The Director; Rebecca Douglas and her fine staff took special effort to acquaint

me'with their activities and resources; And then Susie Shackleton came to our

university campus and made a ptesentati9n to our graduate classes; These per-
.,

sonal services as well as the descriptive literature has assisted us in under-

;
standing the resources available. Further the use of an 800 number and the

return privileges through our own'inter-library loan system
% makesthis a very

functional :system., As I have become more efficient in telling studepts about
tt

Continuing a Tradition of Excellence
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the collection both graduate and post-graduate students increasingly are makinij

use of the ECN. At the recent Illinois Vocational AsSodiation convention, and

I presume at other conventionsi-representives of.ECNhaVe provided information

and I am sure that this has increased the use of the collection.

I do.have one concern; It appears that not all' states are making copies

of jnaterials available to theECN; At least I know of certain studies

4.

.
,

.

::
-. . .

in_tpe field ofOCCutational Education (sometimes' called vocationalor industrial
'7!

.

education) not rlaw_in the collection from Such statts as Minnesota:and WisConsin:

Perhaps this is a cost factor to the supplying agencies. But whatever the reason,

.

.. .

this is a factor that needs attention._

I do not know what the policy is in terms of historical materials. While it

have a larger and larger collection I feel that the usefulness of
P

.this type of collection is its relevance to current needs. Therefore, I suggeSt

that a policybe developed that will collection timely.

I mant to thank Ruth Patton for telling me about this hearing and Rebecca

Douglass and her staff for workingso,cooperatively with our university. And

finally,' I want to thank the U.S. Department of Education for authorizing this

activity and sincerely hope that'you will sl fit to continue its operation;

t

4
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Introduction
, o,

°My name is Jeanne
Lopez-Valadet.,-, I am currently directing the Bilingual

YOCatiOnal Education Project, a statewide resource center serving voctional

progr'ams wit{j,iimited:English proficient students; am here today-repi-etentipl

Illinois Hispanics in VOCati004 ducatio6; .a Cdalitio of individualt;

community -based orgaftfzations and business persons concerned with improviiV

,

vocational training 1R0 emplbYtent opportunities
for Hispanics:. Appendix A

detCribes
the'orgaraiatiOn's purposes and its Board pf;(.Cirectors.

Hispanics are a significant and growing segment of 'the population.

The _1980 Cepsus
reported that Hispanics comprise 6.5% of the 00pulation;

Estimates_ by the Population: eference Bui-eall project thtby the year 2080;

-Hispall will be the largest ethnic minority comprising between 24 =34% of

the population depending on immigration levelt.

The Hispanic
populatiO'T.las historically had a highe.im unemployment rate;

disproportionateler'Eent of unskilled, jobs; and..lower.fgMly income

levels than the general population; as_substantiated by thej011owing data

National unemployment rates far January. 1980 show 6.2%-unempIoy= -

merit for the general population while Mexican=Adericans had .12

i
and Puerto a;tican's a rate of'10.5 %. A midwiSt'example is II inois''

-
which in 1978 had a general unemployment rate of 5.42 but 8. %

'for Hispanics.
Unemployment is most severe Among Hispanic Y uth

'ages 16-24 They repreSented nearly 45% of all uneTployed Hispanics

although they comprise only 26% of the total Hispanic labor force.- t

Workert of Spanish
i origin are much less likely than the total work=

ing population to,be employed in the professional and technical,

and managerial and
adminjstrative occupation groups. Only 13.0%

of Spanish origin, male. workers_ hold jobs in these occupational

groups compared, to 28.8% of white male workers. This disparity is

Apaso true for uomeo. Women,employed at theselevels are 9.7% of

Apanish origin female workers vs. 20.92 of whitefemale'wovkers.

-4, _
Ar the other end, 33.8% of Spanish otigift male workers are employed

;as farm,workeFs,'
laborers or service workers, while only 21.4%'of

wt3ite male wcOrkers hold these types of jlbs. (Source: workexe01

SganishOrigin: A Chartbook, 1978) -
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Spanish origin.men with income:had lower Median incomes in 1977
than'men who were not of Spanish origin ($7,797 and $10,261; re-
spectively); The median income of Spanish origin women with in-
come in 1977 ($3,669) was substantially lower than that for Spanish
origin men ($7,797), and.somewhat lower-than themedian income of
women not of Spanish origin ($3,956). (Source: Sourcebook of
EnUA-Edutational01010trulnirvi 1979)

About 21 percent of Spanish origin families had incomes below the
poverty level in 1977, as compared with about 9 percent of families
nor of Spanish origin. A smaller prowortion of Spanish origin '

families" had high incomes in 1977 thankfamiIies not of Spanish ori-
gin. Only 9.7% of Spanish origin,famiIies had incomes of $25,000
or more compared. with 23% of families not of Spanish orieb.

,(Source: 400 IV I .6 o 61. 7 1979)

)espite the fact that traditionally Hispanicihav4 been tracked into vocational

Ind non-college bound programs, there ita surprising underrepTesentation of

ittpanics invocational education programs, in particular at the post-secondary

level. Another disparity can be foOndAn the distribution of His-panic:

) articipation in vocational educatiOn which reflects-an under-representation in

:he Health and Technical areas. (See AOpendices 8 and C for Hispanic VEDS data

rom Illinoiij.
-

be low level of participation by His04-ics.can be attributed to the lack. of

bree major elements: awareness of services and career options, access to

raining programs, and:appropriate' programs and. support servides; These

rbblems are closely related t4the lack of available resources - funding;

ersonnel; materials.

inguistically add cultur liy.appropriate Curriculum resources are especially

rudial to serving -the HispanicAmpulation, as data showt that only 58 full time

'ocational edutatort' are Htsjpitrics. Unfortunately- -commercial publipers have

leen:slow in responding:to thft:demand.2,is a result lodal programs are

'compelled to develop their own products. Without key information regarding :

!xisting resources, many are duplicating the efforts:,ofothers.

)
.

)
. .

he East-Central Network CurriculumS oOdinatio Center can .fill much
, .

selet-r.!of Oisseminator..:HoweVer.,, few.:pr*.aMsworkinT at thp comMunity

nl---1-14\evel or with .snecia:000buldn6 ; ', Ilimitellnili0 speakingiudents'are

ware of the .center. Momovr,i thy, ten durre0 &Olection is sorely;-.
.

- . , r . 4

4tdatedand Uprepretentative :In terMs vtl-psources:iri tbefieldt of caree.
,, i -:_i:!---

!: -:,

P .



education and vocational training of Hispanics... The collection contains only,110 or so items under the heading "BilingUal Materials" and many of_these weredonated by the Bilingual VOCational education PrOject rather than bOrthased bythe Center.

The ECCMC has much to offer in terms of materials and, expertise. To meet its
fullpotential more must be done to'enhance the collection, to outreach to those
serving Hispanics, and to fiscally support services to this populat=ion.
Following are a series of specific suggestions.

671,
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0 RECOMMENDATIONS

A. IMOrove search 'capabilities aid quality of resource collection by.:

1. IdentifYing:key persdhs' and agencies serving HispaniCs in the areas of

career educatiOb and counseling, vocational training, adult education,

1

ESL and employment;
vf--

. ConductirWan annualsearch of .federal; state, local and commercially

developed 'resources appropriate to Hispanics; o,
3. EstabliShing.wd maintaining communication with other curriculum

resource centers such as. the National Clearinghouse;for-Bilingual

Education, the.(Bilingual) Evaluation, Dissemination and Assessment

Centers, and the Bilingual Education Multi Purpose Service' Centers;

4; Formalizing a,process whereby relevant federally produced resources
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

bilingual mocational products from national programs) are

automatically placed -in regional curriculum centers;
,

5. Seeking recommendations and evaluations for the purchase of materials/

produCts for the collection.

B. Improve dissemination activities to reduce duplication of effort by:

1. Increasing.mailing listsfor newsjetters and announcements to include:

1) special funded programs for Hispanics, refugees, migrants041iMited

English proficiency persons; 2) bilingual and bilingual vocational

teacher training programs; 3) nelevant resource centers; and 4)

Hispanic community based organizations;

2. Identifying and'sending:representation to Hispanic; migrants bilingual,:

and ESL state, regional and national conferences;
*a.

Disseminating information regarding ECCMC's services and resources

through Hispanic; bilingual, ESL and migrant newsletters'and-journaIs-;;

4; Compiling and disseminarg a bibliography of resources relevant to
_

cultural and language ginorities reflecting the various collections of

the six reg,ional.cOrrlculum centers.
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Atsist local prog#ams fn the'development of quality resources by:

. .FundinglOnducting a regional curricyluminee4 as essment to determine."

priorities for materials development. Current da a indicates a need for

bilThgualibicultural career res:ources, bilingual ocational instruc-

tional sup rt materials, vocational English as a second language.

curricula, nd b'lingual vocational assetsment instruments. Vfederal
e

study condUCted in 1978 by Development Associates identified potential

occupational areas for curriculum development:and provided'a model 'for

determining priorities? (See 'Appendix 0)

2; Conducting lodal and statewide inservices on the development and adapta--

tion of,linguistically and culturally appropriate materials for

Hispanics, partieularly for limited English proficient and/Or special

needs youth;

3. Funding or promoting the interstate andinter-agency fUndjng

curriculum development projects;; " e

k

4. Purchasing,and facilitating the use of computer programs which help

identify vocational related language. foringiTsh as a second' language

curricula.
1

. Improve commitments to under-served Opulations thrqugh:

1. Representation.of Hispanicson the staff of the ECCMC, its projects and

advisory committees;

iAllocation of a set percent of-its bUdget (reflecting regional Hispanic

-popUlationl-fdf-a-ati4Ities and seriicA-T6r Pjspanics, particularly

those that are limited English speaking and with special needt.
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.

Purpose'

ti 1J 'MN1L.J IN VUGAIiONAL EUUCg1-1°N;

HISPANICS'IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION is a_not-for-profit Organization dedicated to
quality vocational educationi especially for Hispanics.,

HISPANICS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION tetlJorth as its major objectives the
following:

1) To establish and maintain a network for infoemation:

a) share resourdes,
b) foster communication among Hispanics and other providers

of vocational edvgation,
e-.c) serve as an advoca te.

TO provide a forum for the' presentation and `;:open discussion
of issues 'reated to the delivery of training programs for r:

Hispanics.

3) To. serve as a-r souce in the delivery oftrainingprograms
for Hispanics.

4) To work with and/or'serye as advisory to state,'iocal,
national, and private agencies dealing with vocational
education.

5) :41);oromote better understanding in and about the Hispanic
comMunity.

embership

Membership is °pent° any person or group who is interestedin working to,,
improve tie quality and quantity of training programs for Hispanics;

There shall be three (3) types of membership. They ire follows:

a) Active Member: one who participate in, and attends the
meetings and activities the organization regularly.

b) Associate Member: one who endorses the goals and activities
of the'organization;

Dues

Corporate Member: a business organization which supports
the goals and activities. of Hispanics in. Vocational Education.

The annual membership fee is due by the first general meeting of the
organization in October'.

Membership dues are as- follows:,

Active Member: $ 12.00 per year
Associate MgMber: 12.00 per year
Corporate Member: 100.00 per year
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President:

Vice President:

Board of Directors

Jeanne aopez-Val adez
Bilingual Vocational-:Education Project

Carmen Vies
Federal Aviation Administration

Advocacy Committee: Miriam Lugo Gonzalez
Chicago Urban Skills Institute

Funding Committee: JeSsie Lopez
Illinois Migrant Council

Networkimg Committee: Guadalmpe_McDougald
Truman College

Correspondence Wretary: Angel Figueroa
SAFER Foundation

Treasurer: Richard Valencia
Truman College'

Reto'rding Secretary: Joanna Escobar
. College of DuPege

For more inforMation contact:
.

Jeanne Lodez-Valadez
Bilingual Vocational Education Project,
500 S. Dwyer Avenue
Arlington Hts.4 Illinois 60005
(312) 870 -4150
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Appendix B

Ss-conda.ty

lNploration

Training

Post - Secondary

Generaf

Aispanic Hispanic Population % of Hispanic

Male Female notaI Tbtal Participation

6;889 7;904! 14 793 328;7 2

_34.403

10;292

3;754

11;661 .21;950 . 518;578..

" e!:

7,157 189;796 = 3.77%

Explaration* ; 2;433 2,863 50296

Training 2;533 2-800 5,333

4;966 5;663 10,629

Adult

E>t)I0ratiarL,

291,450

513 252 765

886

7.12TAL.

15;837
.

\ 15918

4- 40 ,11;755

k-/

2:98%

16,144, 1 ;675

5

* Undeclared major, training not involving VEDS follow-up activities.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

AND OTHER CONCLUSIONS

'This chapter summariza recomendations which are dis-

cussed throughputlhe, guide. These are, of course,

directed to dgision-makers at the federal level since

they are derived from an analysis'of national data.

State and local decision-makers may, obviously, arrive

at different conclusions about priorities which will

,be predicated upon loc61 data. Some additional!conclu-

sions relevant to the development and dissemination'of

bilingual vocational materials are also included. These'

conclusions and recommenda;ions are not intended to be,

definitive. Perhaps they will stimulate ideas which

will lead to enhancement of efforts to meet the voca-

tional needs of limited English speakers.

61,

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

o The following languages and occupations are recom-

mended as national priorities for the development

of bilingual vocational materials:

Chinese

Filipino

Korean

LANGUAGES,

Navajo

Spanish

Vietnamese

OCCUPATIOM$

Industrial Production

Machinist

*ASsemblers

*Inspectors.

Pdwer Truck Operators

Wastpwater Treatment

, Plant Operators

''Welders

6

Construction Occupitions

Electricians :

*Catpenters ci

*Construction Machinery

OperatorS

*Plumbers and Pipefitters'

Painters and paperhangers
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lffice Occupations

*Bookkeeping
1,prke6;

*cashiers_

-*file Clerk's__

ReceptioniSt$

Secretaries.k

StehOgraphers

* ;tack Clerks &

Statistical Clerks

_Typists

*CoMputer Operatts

Bank Clerk -and

Batik Tellers

Service:Occupations

*Building CustodianS

*Cooks and Chefs

*Food Counter Workers

*Cosmetologists

Bartenders '

Mechanics and Repairers'

*Air-conditioning;
Refrig-

eration, & Heating

i*AUTOMohile; Truck
and

Bus_Mechanics.

*Industrial Maws,

_Repairers

*Maintenance Electricians

TeleviSiOn_and
Radio

Service Technicians

Appliance
Repair "s

) /

Health Occupations

Dental laboratory
Techni-

cians, Hygienists

*Medical Laboratory
Workers

*Medical Record Technicians

and Clerks_

Respiratory Therapy

Workert

*LicensedTractical
NurseS

*Nursing Aides, OrderlieS,

and Attendants

*Social Service Occupations

Social Service Workers;

Home-making,:Consumer

Education, etc.

RECOMMENDED occurnilun
nrinm

JUNPROLLEk-1- TECHNICAL

OR OTHELSPECIALIZEirIRATIITC

*Computer Programers

lAccduntants_

kers & Credit Mgrs.

*Health & Regulatory

jospectors

*Library
Technicians &

Assistan s

*Engineeri
& Science

Technic ans

Surveyors___
.

ter= Seri ice..Te_chn

*Dental Ass,itants,

*RadiologiC. TeChnologists.

*Registered Nurses_

Coiniiercial Artists

vocational
Materials should

e_developcd for
these langridgeS

and bccupation$:

UiagOtic. and Assessient,InstrumentS

= Trainee
Materials in a Varietrof Media, (e.g.;

audio; motion visuals still visuals, print).in-

cluding
Crititit*referenced pre=

and'post-testi.

- InstrUttiir Materials
(i.g., guides; gaining

packages)'

= PrOgram_Management
Materials. (systenis

ih._

stalling, implementing, and evaluating curricula)

-EmployerMaterials
(pamphlets, boOklets;

etc..; to

recile cultural misunderStandings)

Training methodologies
shddld_heansistint With

the

,concepts of competency-based
education and adUlt

learning; :wf

-

1 A variety of methodologies and
techniques_

should' be

available 0 that
ipstructorsscan choose

those

which are most_congruent with
;theA trainees'

al=

Curt, skills; and learning stle,__Examples
of

some
which,are thought to be effedtive are: hands

on, demonstration, and other experiential
tech-

niques like games, role playing,
simulations as

(



< Jim Naylor
Vocational Director
Lockport, Illinois, Township High School

I am making these comments in lieu
fop consideration of ECN.

-
appearing at the hearing being' held.

A. would like to address seyeral...topics. First, I have somelco erns about
Fibw.curricul&n materials are disseminated especially in the sta of lilmots
All tOOA often' it Seems that those who develop materials and are. theri. Charged
with dissemination have not consid'ered some of the problems faced 'by local

4'. school administrators. _

It is increasingly _thfficult for local school lofficials to allow classrpom
teachers to be absent from their classes for an extended number of days; /fast
administrators feel. strongly that when the regdlar classroom teacher is not':
there that'_-.43syrall that is accomplished is babysitting; And qualified
substitutes in the vocational area are nearly impossible to secure;

. ,

. This problem goes beyond economic considerations. Even though the cost of
substitute teachets is high, the quality of education is still more important than
the economic consideration; Therefore, it would.seem that for dissemination of
good quality Curriculum materials to instructional staff, we should be
considering some alternative means such as providing workshops for teachers
after school, on weekends and so forth. If that.isn't,possible, snorter meetings,
Jocalized, so that teachers would only have to be out of their classrooms for
perhaps half a day as opposed to' an entire day or several days would be
preferable.

. .

Another issue concerning curriculum in the state of Illinois is than of
quality. Over the past several years. a_ great deal of curriculum material has
been developed under special contract for use in,Illinois sctibols: Some of that
material is very excellent and should enjoy wide dissemination. Some of the
material is of less quality and some of it is . probably of very little value to
instructional staff.

It would seem that a process:should be developed,to insure that curriculum
materials that are disseminated to local sthools be Of the very bigheSt quality.
Then they would warrant the time and cost expended to dissern -te them and
warrant the time expended by the local district to send staff m bers to learn
how to use these materials.

Another area that is of concern to me as a vocational educator is how do we
get those very good quality materkils into the hands of instructional staff who'.
ultimately will be theones who will use- or not use them: All too often it seems
that workshops, because of when they are scheduled and where they are
scheduled, attract administrators. The administrators attend the workshops,
carry the materials back and attempt to put thent into the hands of
instructional staff. Yet they are not successful, ip many cases, in getting the
instructional staff to use those materials.

It would seem that, again, a systerii needs to be deVelopel that will insuref
. - .

that go quality materials are put into the hands of instructional staff who
need t vise them. Perhaps a way of insuring that would' be' to provide

s.

50 ,
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incentives for districts to send instructional staff_ members to slocal workshops-,
or .dissemination. activities; Those incentives Could be provided and may., teal
the form- of additional reimbursement to the school d.ii*ct if irideetheir-
staff meMber(s).attends a-workshop; accept good qualit&ilitriculurn materials;
.and learn how to use them.

An eXample Might be :that if. an excellent curriculum in the area of auto
mechanics is developed; that some incentive should be. provided for 'local school
districts to send the auto mechartics.teacher _to a nearby workshop to learn,how
to use that instructional material. Just notifying the schopl district that the
workshop is available' probable Is-not getting the. materials into the -hands aft
people who will'heid to Lite it. Sq some type of incentive system needs to
developed to insureitiafth4t . t

Another arealh4t the ECNilliec:' m y want ..to look at is the whole ar
communications witti local schc4;,Ogrictst A great d6a1:1)4 "Been.;
reEently ,to.itnprOve corr(municatforit Witti local :.school districts.:: I note; ior.
instance; that there.,is now an 04041hrnber to for astiStail'ce.;S4taff has been
increased and 'publidatiOns seem toe more frequent and et better. quality

. .

On the other handi.as a'busy school adminiStrdtori I tend riot' o pay a great
deal of attention .to catalogs and newsletters that haye to sort, rough. to find
pertinetit information. While those are- all valua e methods of communicating
really important items; new curriculum .materi probablt need to be, sent "outs
individually, in a simple and attraetive:fashion; s thiat it will catch my eye and,
that I will pass that along' to the appropriate instructional staff irk- my district;
SO in summary; communicaticin that` goes to local administrators needs to be
attractive and eye-catching; Some incentive system needs to be used tpbe sure
that the materials, get into the right hands; not bulled in a newsletter some
place., 11

F *

I certainly appreciate the opportunity to share these thoughts on curriculum
and curriculum--dissemination. Thank you very much for your consideration.
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first of all, I woU i like to state that I direct an Illinois State Board

of Education, Department of Adult,'Vocational, and Technical Education

funded project entitled the "Illinois. Competency4Base0 Vocational Education

Project." The purpose of thii project i§ to assist vocational-technical

educators of comprehensive ffigh schools, area c caltional centers, community

colleges, and Teacher education institutions in the development and
fr

implementation of competency-bised vocational educational Programs. During

the first five years of the project, CBVE curriculum materials far 44
. _

different programs were developed. Copes of these were deposited with the

ECNCC.' At the peesent time, we refer educators to the EC for loan sets

f our .materialswhich they can copy for their use. We,
r8fer:Icluget°rs

ii

to the ECNCC for copiei of V-TECS, competency studies (from other states, and

ji) icul u#Linateria 1 s

'11

In the future, we would like, to "see the ECNCC .do the following: -
-1. Keep us'informed and updated of any new CBVE materials which are

developed by other stateS..

Obtain CBVE curriculum materials from otter states which may be

se to Illinois vocational educators.' My staff and Lare

to review materials
;
for p hese and inclusion into the

net, rk. Onjty quality materials should be included.

3'. Inform primary gramat of vocational educators of all new CBVE

materials which are obtained for loan. This can be done by

informing newsletter 46itors of the different vocational' groups,

by targeting newsletters to these different groups, and.by using

a' computer network throughout the state.

Cooperate with the ICBVE project to develop state 'model" task

lists to facilitate the movement to.CBVE.
53'
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Develop a faster and; more efficient information retrieval system

so teachers can access state of the at curriculum materials on

a doily basis via a computer hook-up.

6. 14 center should computerize the following data banks for the

different occupational clusters:

A. Task lists '

B. Pleformewice objecttves

. C. Written exams

00. Product/perfotmance checklists

4 7. Promote the development and loan of more.audioviibal materials

'4
especially. r. teasher,,*edvation and for the specific occupational

f r .

and techni a1 areas...-,

8. Adlitiopal sett of tne,bulky CBVE stude earning guides shouLd

be added to the system so the waiting O'er-iod can be reduced.fOr

those who requestloan sets of the mterials4'
. .

9. Identify and maintain, an updated list of model CBVE schOols An

other states. This'Abld facilitate-the movement in Illinois.'
, .

10. AssiSt the CBVE project to set up and develoa 'statewide model

computer management information system. This .sysieril'is necessary'

to facilitate the implementation of CBVE in Illinois. Perhaps

this'system could be made available to schools on-diskettes and
,

r 4 .

user.documentation manual ;.
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Y9UR: THRUST:

Prepared for:
The East Central AetOiork
for. Curriculum Coordination
Center

By: Jack Pfeiffer

I. Identify the components of the Vocational CurrTculum in terms of "Needs

of the Future".

MY PREMISE:.

Can't improye vocational education without knowledge of the realities'

of where education is today in a total concept of needs. Nor can you

bring about improvement if you only look'at changes in "Vocational
Education" as it traditionally relates to the "schooling for kids".

III. A. VOCATIONAL PROBLEMS:

1. 'Training for future- job's
a. .:Identify these jobs/timing

2 Problem_of technology 7-

a. Equipment/staff'retraining.
3. Other people are in vocational. iratning

,J3,usfiness.__not just education

a. J.T.P.A./Privatebusiness
b. Retraining displaced homeitakeriworker.
t: AdUlt_edUcationCenters
d. _Private enterprises,
Funding _

a. _Block grants ,

5.' Declining population-of traditionaUstudent.
a.. Decline in birth rate /drop -out `rate

r

, .

IV. NATIONAL STATUS: Public.For9 in,Illiteracy--Rep. Helen Satterthwaite
-

. -

1. Accordfng Ap a nationwide_ study Conducted in 1979, 23 million
Americans are illiterate and another-23 million Are considered
Onctionally illiterate icannot read above a 5th grade levelY.

2.. Ole United States ranks 49th among the 158 United Nations
members in terms of percentage of citizens who are literate;

MAIN POINT - that represents ,a drop of 18 places since the 1950's.

3. 75% of the unemployedMave inadequate reading ancrwriting skill;

so do 85% of the juveniles brought before the courts, 90% of
mothers on welfare'and half or more ofall prison inmates.

4. 44% of lack teenagers are considered functionally illiterate,
while 5 of Hispanic teenagers are functionally illiterate in

English.
5. 62% of American families are single parents, or b oth parents.

work.
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NATIONAL ENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS:

19810.8 million enief.ed high school, 1 million did riot finish
(72:4%-finished)

1. Illinois class of 1981 = 73.2% (+75.1)
a.- 40,000 a year =_16 =18
b. 1 out of 4 don't finish
C. now over 18-3 million + not cOmpldArd? Lmvared to2 million +

.trying to complete
d. 15% illiteracy rate

VI. DIGEST OF EDUCATIOBAL STATISTICS=1982:

1. Of 100 high school starts, 74% completed. Of 74%, only 46% attended
college--23% to completion.

POI T: More people drop out of high school than complete college.

. VII.. NATIONAL COMMISSION. OF EXCELLENCE:'

1. Also identifies 23 million functional illiterates. One out of 5
over the age of 18 cannot read beyond the 5th grade level.

2. In addition, speculation on the number'of =graduates with deficiencies..
causes higher education to ,offer remedial classes in ,reading and math.

3. Curriculum changes: more -academic classes.
a: education may be an elective.

VIII. ISBE STUDY:

1. Longer, day; higher requirements and State of Illinois raising age to 18:-
- and 1:or enroll with-parents' approval in an a rnative education°

.Program accepteA.* -the school district."
a: 'Longer day ,e1 1/7i --non-realistic.

Higher tre4U0eilleiltsNow,laiv in Illinois
1% Coop program prObiem..: -'
2. Area VogaticinalCenter : ,! > .1

3. , Speciffe.job skill trainipg:
.

4. .Vocational classes redesigned to meet new. requirements (math).
Study showed--8Q% drop-outs later wished they had not
Problem: Return-to what?

To gain what? (size of population) .

'Iv
a. Funding consideration.
b. Program delivery,
c. Different definition--coMiiletion of secondary k

'

d. Time frame of attendance. '

' e. New credentialing--need for statewide acceptapce. "a
'f. Competency/proficiency based curriculum. .

g. Statewide acceptance of basic occupational skill, 1pvel,or
completion.

h. Curriculum changes to fit the new population of needs:
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IX POSSIBLE SOLUTION:

I. Assist in formulating priorities on funding--not same old ones.
2. Assist in development o urriculum based upon "outcome goalis".
3. Assist in developing a- ewide credentialing system with new

definitions.
,

4. Creation of a "realistic :dram to assist.all those now caught in
the middle of the traditl,, :, elementary and secondary system and

Jr the higher education system.
5., Continuation of the efforts of IVCC/teacher training` by,
6. -New lines of communication/business-industry/new vocational

. , training agencies.
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REMARKS TO THE COMMITTEE

Good Afternoon; I' appreciate the opportunity to appear before you
and provide some obseryationS on the East Central Network Curriculum
Coordination Center; My name.is Merrill Redemer; I 'am an Associate
Professor of EducaticKal Administration; and affiliated pLith the. Center
for Policy Studies and Prograg Evaluation at Sangamon Sate University
in Springfield. _r

Although I am on the Advisory Committee for the Curriclilum Center;
I cannot honestly say that my background in vocational and technical
education is strong .enaugh to give piercing insight into the 'specific
roles and responsibilities needed for the Curriculum Center to make',-,its
greatest contribution. "

I

=

do; feel comfortable; however; in reflecting on those needs, from a
more general educetional perspective and-to explain some observations
that I have taken since deciding to cope befo you during this hearing
process.

r
Let me first explain the rationale; procedures; and results, of those

observations that I took: in the process of,eparing Tor this testimony.
There is a basic.- and °I _submit - valid assumption that those who use
services as clients are in, the best position to' reflect on the perceived
value of those services.- An- eXtension- of this logic holds that those
same clients are able to suggett areas and procedures for expanding those.
services to, make them more valuable;

-1/.;

The lirfiitation,of this assumption is,hat it must be expected tote
present oriented and preoccupied with addresstngthOse mot pressing

-,problems. As we know; we' cannot" expect toftrid good planning or even
a- strong concern for the-future when present -delay issues are 'critical. to.

This is best,captured in .-the trite but true statement: "It's hard to
remeniber we came to_survey the swamp when we're up to our neck in al 1 i=
gators'.'" Therefore, I would not expect a survey of those who are
practicing vocational - technical educators or any other educational
practitioners to reflect widely on future needy Tfie results were.as
expected.

Based on the assumption of knowl edgeable clients and inl arge part
because of my previously admitted inability to speak authoritatively on
vocational- technical matters; it seems appropriate to elicit the'percep-

. tions of clients 'and to report those perceptions to you.

Toward..thAt'end and in view of th 'time constraints,_14;de-vised an
abbreviate0l'iituument:;that could be administered in a shirt telephone
conversatfbii..1'! ';';',of',course,,.folloWed a prel.iiminary effort to assure
that al mosct.izeilt.-;, 4: p ")lati.On clients could be reached by telephone.

P.
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Let me hasten to assure.you that the list of 25 possible respondents
did not-constitute a representative sample for (1) The University has4my
telephone wired'so-that I Can't call out-of-state, thus excluding those
clients beyond'Illinois state bqrders, and ,(2) There was some selectivity
based, on my desire to assure regional representation as well as,represent-
ation of regtonal- centers, correctional,institutions,- personnel from
programs dealing,with mentally or emotionally handicapped as well as.
elementaryandSecOndary schools. ,I even found one person whoyas doing_
universitytrsebtch listed as arclient anecouldn't overcome the curiosity
to see wha Wi.being proyidd-fO Such client. There were no community
college peT*nnel liSted on my survey prospects: Further preventingithis

i.
from beingacientqlbally determincd.representative sample is the

. ,

I went aliout.AY, ely leafed thhugh.-the card-indek of Clients,and
picked:, 't write = gones reflecting the c Ir'actert506cltegyabome,:
The sit, cxt - -.!....ye is also too small ".t mfortAblyAake inierences
to the tow. Icropula Ian:. However, aS40(11Wil 10:611from...your first
course in iAroff methodology, aggre4ated obA ;vations WO little '

variance dOT.Indeed permito-infea llIcs b4sea on small sample size.

nstpumehtattOn fOr-this,1,4 st'was24lso very simple forotheretl.rre

were Wdimepsidhs that 'I was-; ying?,to tap: ,l'hose.dimensionS were (1)
'TYpe of.iervIce most frp9pentli:used,,42) Estimated number pf,times the
service-was used for a referrent,yeaN1which I arbitrarlly set as FY183,
(3) Overall satisfaction with thp-SerVices provided by-the Curriculum.
Center, (0 Areas 6f perceived greatest strength in the Center's' opera

i

-

ton, and (5)'Areas of needed expansion and /or improvement,.'

By fat- the:most commonly cited type,Of service utilized was that of
material lOans; This was folloWed by searches for relevant materials;
referral service's and inservice!education; Obviously these categories
of service are'nottotally discrete for searches quite frequently led to
the acquisition and subsequentioan of those materials; .By Ihesame
token.,. inservice education often happens so subtlety that the person who
is-picking up materials with the Center staff may not recognize that they
are learningsomething.about those materials -in the process;

The number of times during FY 183"-reported by the respondents ranged
trom one to 30 with an average of 12;5 times for that period; Although .1
'did no further analysis.via crosstabs, there.did appear to be smile rela-
tionship between proximity to the Center -and frequency of use; As an -

aside; however, no one complained of being denied access becauseof distance
- this in spite of respondents- being as far away as the QuadCilArea

and Lake County;
,:?a

: A
Next I posed the question: "In terms of-the overall services provided..

you, would you say that you were highly satisfid, somewhat satisfied,
somewhat dissatisfied_ or strongly dissatisfieqith theserviceS provided?"
Without hesitation all but two stated "Highly Satisfied;4 One of.those
expressed "SomewhatAatisfied" and the other_diVided:the4esponse between
"Somewhat satisfied" and "Somewhat dissatisfied;" This last_respondent..
whom we must recognize as being the least positive, ironically enough was
the respondent who cited the greatest number oftimes in using the resources.

6a
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We rriusi

hazards
not begin speculating about this relationship, for we all know, the
of such conclusions.

, .

401"

Respondents had few problems answering what area OfIthe Center
operation was most effectiye. Areas most corm onlpcited. were- (I) Conven-
ience in getting_materials returned via library system, (2) Speed 'Of
getting material, (3) Comprehensiveness of material selectton, (4) Extremely
heipful'staff, (5) Recent nature of mafbrial, (6) Quality of material; and ,
(7) The savings to the local school districts. There is no raking of thos
areas cited.

4 *'' 4r
._,

,,

v
:.

Areas for proposed expansion,amPor improOement were not as-numero
They include (1) More:information about services provided; (2) More u
date material, (3),Reviews and evalbation of software,' ,(4) More ilms ips

needed, (.5) More on care guidance, (6) Learnpigpackets for specift b.

tasks,' and (7) A separaten300'fnamber.so that the Univesiv's "801'

number doesn't- prove. .to be a bottleneck.

In summary let use say at tho;e'alients° of the.Center area very happy

'with
the services Currently. roKided and there are few proposed new

ventures and few problems C4ted by those=respondents Let me caution' again,
however,:about beilig too general in making inference's.,

'A r 6

If we can believe, howeveri.that thpSe observations- reflect a
/
high.

r
degree of satisfaction - and 1-firmly deOelleVe that r-letis:loOk at'the

'.- implications for program direction and expgisAn;. Being somewhat consPc,:.-
vative in the way I view the world of educational develdpments, I would
suggest that the most responsible thing a, ven4e-the Center should pursue.':
i)i its plans. for future endeavor is to eth J'A--: Size itstrengthsi-bdild uponi:.
that solid base Of client support and expand cautiously into new ventures,
If bold new program. activities areundertaken without definite assurance or:-
adepuate resources, an erosion of c.urrent'program quality rill_occur.. .-,

.,... 1. ,
. ......,

_ tl

these areas of possibleand,desirable!ekpaptionZ, -Once again_ ,

let me speak from,the perspective of general e'dula%ionand'reflecton'a bit
; -of history,:sinde yOui.--Rebdcca, wpre_still in high"4sChoel-during;these_
:developments; During the early 'ilxties_daucationarevd.Tuation was I A _

rather amorphousistate; .
Conceptual4esigns_werentit_6ging develdPed yond

'Tyler's work. of long before; echnIdues and strategies were not bei g
developed with any degree of 'prjogres's that"one_woulikexp60.-. frWCgual
practice of eValuation was_generallY not dOne in any_foriiial-orbutIne
manner and thisactivity if done_at_all.:mat_Ot_ve-ry lowlOrtOrity_Then 44*'

. came the Vocational. Education Act_oiri9f3 whiCh did,Woi'df. exemplary_
things that,were_subsequently-reflect4(th other_4ucation 6101s passed by
Congress; One of those features,was,money thaqWts'targeted'fOr research
and evaluation with requiredevaluat3ons. _Those fun4ewhich were spectcied.
for evaluation focused enough timeattention ond reSOurces- p_evaQuation
thpory and.Oractice_to really get thingshopping,,- This resulj ed in excel-

,Tent conceptual,designs; and_ev4luatignb,came more_of_a_commop.practice
than a dirty word; _The result WastWat vocational- technical dducation was
far.ahead of:general_education_tn those developments. .Other areas
education subsequently_followed_that leadd"rship. :Let me tie that story in
with-some current developmentsin,our schools.

44-
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do4
As we lodk around me see people scurrying about trying to do their

best to get computers into the classrooms and offices of the schools.
There are some aspects to these efforts that arelmore in disarray than
the evaluation efforts cited before;' perhaps because of thiS flurry of
activity there are even greater chances of goofing 'up the works sotto.
speak.. We see that :there are 'great needs in software evaluation and
develoP6gAt; great needs in hardware selection and emillayment, further
needs in-Wrganizing for this. new partner, and a large gap in, understanding
the potential of computer assisted instruction and colliputer,managed
instruction.

That I am suggesting ts that these are areas of common need, since
=SI -1-thoolsorw have microcomputers, I would welcome the sight of you
taking a leadership role .as:y4u ,have done with,:evtiluation, research;
diffusion, regiOna.1 cooperatives and insteuet4onal design. Sound , ...

,.....f. edlIcati8nal uses of microcomputers in the wauctionat-techni cal programs
will "spill over"' to 4ther areas of the curriculum of our schools. , The

I= State Education Agencj, in Minnesota has an excel leQt model that I know
fre famjliar with, , .

,

.

4111'slceirt I would la); that the Curriculuili-CAter is headed in the
, -i4ght direction. Stay with that direction and thrutt and continue' to
build a satisfied clientele. you are doing some thipgs now in CAI .=

) . -,become available that is thel4r6 w k. has perhaps the greatest curri-
and4that's excellent - continue tho effb-rtsand jr other resources

14 .
-.' 0 o 1

, lc., 1 ;,.., '. P

ar need.

4 Thank you;
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ECN -Testimony

by

CharlesSchickner, Illinois

A committee of the East Central Netwdrk (EC+1) consisting of Ed Brijwn - Indiana,

-;Cory Michigan and Charles 'Schi ckner has been inAlved,for Over 'a year in

the consideration and development of a minimum curricul format for vdtational

This curriculum format has been presented to the memberstates of;
f the, ECN 'and -a draft copy exists 'with several minor modifidetions to reflect

individual"differ-en9es between- the ECN states.
I,

of thelcurri um format, it became oVious to thls membe
R.

,...,,0e,-cOnTnittee that there are several improvements sti needed to make it a

cc within the ECN. These improvements include =tie following:

1) 1130 development .of a reference tii assist curriculum

t tom; ECN c rriculum format.
.

.r.hPleiTte tati on-of fiservi i vi ties
2-.the fortR t

developerS iri thy= oseA ,
11 #

aci1itate the a(option

The acqu.is idion`and disseminatIoN of information ab&ut proposed curriculum

products which will 64 the format.

'The inctrision of these recommendatftris intcr the scope o work for the. ECN will, in1.
the estimation of this SIR,,,fa'Cilitate he implementation of the curriculum

formats'. Ad, the end reSii`lt of-this effort uld improve the sharing and
40+14

se Ok curriculum ma$erials.--v-,it.h4h, thq. ECN regiOn.
.r.;.*-,pi,._'. Ari .

__,
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Testimony for 10;26=83
By Michelle M. Sibigtroth.-,

As Di rector _Of'..4he'Re6ion 2, Career uidance Center; would 1 ike
illustrate specific examples of how pur Center has utilized the- East. tentrl
Curriculum Center.

ECC staff members have made presentations; upon request of the ,Career
4

Guidance Centers; to workshop:participants -Ow,Traveling Career:Show,
which was held in Rockford; Aurora; Ster Kg nd Moline. Two software
evaluation sessions were provi.detlAVAhe Mir omputer Assistance Project

iJaf,,,,
.-

staff for the Illinois Women Administrators Conferee in Rockford. Also,
upon recommendation of the Region' 2:-.-Career Guidance =Center Ahenter; 'e faculty'
members in each:department at the Rockford Area Vritational Center received

!,technical assistance. from the ECC staff for improvement and development of
curriculum: y

Personally I have made career guidance presentations where I incorpo-, -

rated the explanation of East C-itral Curriculum:Center sdrvices and the
dissemtnated their materials t ticipants; The grbupS'involved in t e
presentations were: a Northern llinois University vocational special
education graduate class; the Jefferson High School faculty; the Washington :.

Adult Education, Center facultyi. and the McHenry County Curriculum Council.
I also helped coordinate 6 session at the. Northern-Area Adult Education
Regional Conference. where again; the ECG serviceswere explained and their
materials -were disseminated.

1 ,it c.t,,,
East Central Curritulum Center rochvesAibl raphies0i.ngivslettiri,A.0 , .*-.'request forms; d..6. have been. disse inated bSt the R ion 2 Career Guidance.., k .i Center- at approiim4ely 29.7

Ni
institues.viorkshops;_meetingt;"'and teacher t ,. ..Articles in.the Career Guidance Center ,_ newslAters-h,ave advertised.the

services of the ECC arrd also highlighted specific items avai'l'able suctk as
audio visual materials;, updated- bibl iographiesi and :Criculum manuals. ,.' .

.. /7- k
,,, One can; see by my specific examples-that the serVicelf the ECC 'have.

'reached)thousands .of educators; counselors; and adm.inistrat rspei:ionne1.,
woriling'-with kindergarten through adult populations and inctheing personnel .. 4

o

from spcia'l-- needs to the gifted and talented:. The.''responses. to .the., ,
.. .,

avail4tliity of meter161S, information; and technickl asidstance at .rio cost. 4 oit,
has reSulted 'in extensive utilizItion of the East CentrOr Curriculum tenter;

,. - , _ ,

. i .., ,

,.I have' requested- numerous biblio taphies; along with, specific materials; i'_..._.from ECC to use in developing my own reseritations and'in coordinating..,

1 n-se, A/ice training sessions 'and work hops. For4 example three of the
NVrthern CargerAuidance Centers recentlysponsored three(wOrkshops titled;.
"Career Pathwayt.to Success for-the Gifted/Talented"; . Since there is not

iyet a great dealr,-of career guidance material developed for the gifted; it-i,
... would'have takeninmany houfs to search for4pertinent boOks and manuals;

With an ECC biblography; I was abl cx quickly locate thkiraterial I '
,,,\needed, Tw4s, then avail Olcp a ,gifted workshops for ioarticipants

to revii ' / 'I, ill

c 6
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For thos("people who visit the Career Guidince Center for individual
technical asiistance, ECC information and materials are an integral part
of the assistance i provide to them.

I have also called the ECC staff numerous times for advice, search
asistance, curriculum and microcomputer information. They make sure
that thegresponses to my requests are thorough and they also conduct
themselves in a professional manner -- ether the contact be on the te)e-
phone;'written correspondence, or a presentation.- WhenI request qaterials
they arrive promptly-to my office. Two weeks ago, a presenter the _I had

schedule for a conference, cancelled three days before the designated date.
Becauseiff the dedicated staff,at the ECC, the Director of the Microcomputer
Assistance Project drove from Springfield to Rockford to replace the cancel=
led present- 's sessions./ If the East Central Curriculum Center is not able
to fill a rebluest, their staff will make sure that another person or organi-

zation is contacted who can provide thie requested services.

In conclusion:

With school districts' and'agency *resources being depleted, a central
clearinghouse such as the ECC provid.es th answers to thesedilemas. Why"

should schools and agencies duPTiOate e4Tprts,when one central organization

can work as a coordinating vehicle for.the entire state. It 'can research,

compile, .develop, and eval44te materials, technicides, programs and resources.
The results from these prodftses can then 'be disseminated. The East4Central'
Curriculym.Center as an efficient, cost effective organization for the state

of Illinois: ,

'
-re _
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ECNCC TestimonyChicago. October 20, 1983

e

I am Ronald W. Stadt, Professor of Vocational Education Studies at
Sourthernillinois University, carbondale. I represent a department of,,
approximately 50 professors and.instructors. We conduct professional
development p13agrams at all,levels. In several res 14cts we are the
largest department Of our kind.

I am responsible for one of our programs which" evidences this point.
In addition to several hundred undergraduates at Carbondale, we have more
than 900 majors at sixteen military bases in Ten states.- These people
are preparing for instruction, and related roles in the military, public

most- secondary institutions, and business and industry.
411

This means.that we teach a great many curricuLum and methods courses.
In our course materials, we feature the NNCCVTE, the-ECNCC and the IVCC.
Of course, we explain the.cuhricillum development miles of-teachers and
text publishers and other Siirisortia ,Ath which the Network cooperates.
But, we stress advantages-of borrowing materials from network hOldings.
No other resource is as powful as the many thousands of items, in the

1 Network.

11.twork_has very real advhntages/fine features. (1) Not the
ast bf these is minimuffilexperfse:, Even in better economic times

educators'need a ready sourceiofree and inexpensiv'e Materials. Many
teachers ft my acquaintance have been elated to learn that they may
bor*rowiaterialt,gcgOi_them and,only-be responsible for the
experrse f returning theM. Measured in terms of cost per student-who
has.iMproveiMearning experienced network costs are a bargain to the

tapayer. 2
z

_. fal The effectiven clf:tCNCC and IVCC employees is at sted to
i

f=')

:v

1 re hts of formal' evr uaticulNand people like myself and my tudentS
who h e availed.themiel s:of vallous services. To the accblades you

x have; P-woll ,pdd a.recent occurrence. A student inmy class
w at iit'AFB,.New ersey recentl1y addreSsed the class to relate his

eX0e nce. He Ha's bdrrdwed materials to develop an automotive tech--
no1og.9 ,curricURIM:' He shid, "Calsk. Ask for Randi.. She will 'learn
what?404.4a-perd and see tPat you get it. He went'On to explain that.,

1
specliViTfortsihave been*made to have the people An South Carblin'a
who level aped the materials provide a test which SeeMed CO be missin9.
"Randi really/went out of her way," he said.. . ''.1 _ 11

t know of no agency in vocational educatidm=whi-chis better managed
than ECNCC /IVCC.. 8ecky Douglass is aeleader and the .o cr.emplpyees,are
efficfent and effectii/e.

.ur . 7.4
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0) One ofvily -f* Tito features of the Network is the special

bibliographtes. At:a C I work with many special educational and
vocatiOal education majors who are interested in specialty areas such

as industrial education for hearing impaired or job acquisition train-

ing_for the mentally retarded. They find bibliographies especially
helpful for selectingmaterials which tfey borrow and adapt to their

needs in various kinds of local agenci146. _In my work as an evaluition

team leader for the Minors Staff'Boaa of EdUcationi, I stress the

utility of bibliographieis'and.other funetiong of ECNCC and IVCC. Many

of the recommendations te make to' vocational directors and,t4chers can
'best be implemented by borrowing network' materials.

! 'I

It -Ps essential that NNCCVTELECNCC,be funded at adeqAte levels.
Publishing companies are not as effectivf in vocational educationas
they are.in general education. _Technology and jobs change more-rapidly.

Professionils'it the local level must have help from outside sources.
What others devel6p-must be shared widely..

.

e
,

NNCCVTE and ECNCC' have ahoet_history (114:years) of exemplary

service. Knowledgeable prof6ssionals applaud them. But, from change

theory we know that efforts of this kind do not impact as heavily in

their first decade as in Subsequent decades. Change in education takes

time. NNCCVTE and ECNCC do much to speed change. But,. some professionals

are; slow to change, ancrsome shall not change. During this second decade,

we shall. outlive nearly' all vocational Oducation.professi,jhalswbo will

not be affected by,the networks. That is, a far larger perCentage of
professionals wilT utilize various services. The number Of.inqutripsi_

attend ce at Workshopsi and participation in meetingtaiid teleconferencek;

and im tudents will .increase logarithmically. ,This is he

nattS-ed1 enterOrises clptely allied with basic trends in human resource.:

d6vel pment. ,

efri'm teachers themselves; curriculuM is the major resource of

edu ion /t aiping Professionals in Oducation and training must have

,oppdrtunitytp benefit frpm thresearch and developMent efforts of their -

peers pkall manner of sponsoring apencigs. The NNCCVTE and ECNCCothav6

made greatS rides t this regard. we at Souther' Illinois University
Carbondale sh1T be partners in network achievements.

Icsip ' Or,

Jesinc

N.41fr :

Ronald W.
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Judge Watkins
Malcolm X College,. Chicago, Illinois

A paper by Judge Watkins, Associate Professor and Met-Oal" Laboratoiy
TechndiogY Director, Malcolm X College; presented at an open meeting;
"Future Curriculum Development Needs-in Vocational Education and Training,"
October 16, 1983, U.S. Department of Education Region V, Chicago; Illinois;

I am indeed happy and honored to have an opportunity to Appear before this
hearing panel in order to express _my comments regarding future curriculum

rnent needs in vocational education and training. I am, by profession; a_r_,;)
Ktfe.i'...1 Technologist and Educator. At present, I am Trector of the Medical
Laboratory Technician Program at Malcolm X College of the City Colleges of
Chicago. I have beh involved =in, hoalth care all of my adult life. L am
presently a doq4ral student it _ Southern Illinois University under the
supervision of DK Richard Bortz. Mx concentration is in vocational education
with particular emphasis or PrIculum development,in the area of health.

<
tOne of the problems for4h0 of us in allied health at the eity.Colle0 of

Chicago is the construction Of curricula that satisfies: the requirement of The
appropriate Okttidroit accreVing agenity and at the same time .&ts intO:',the
established structure of the college .system., Those connetTed wtl= the
Malcolm X College Medical Laboratory Technician Program have,--,fOr the past
few years, made numerous attempts to ,chartge our .overall medical laboratory
technician curriculum in order to bring such' curriculum in line _with the
requirements of the outside accreditiwagency and the City t 811eges of
Chicago.

-, )During the past year,--i the East,,Cehtral Network_ Curriculum Ceftier has
offered valuable assistarrice to us in revising our curriculuiri.2Weare:still in
need of ti*:-. professional.: help of the _East .Central_ Networkfm_ not only
developing the detail of the curriculum, but working with us in -an a tt

er:Rt .
to

implement' this curriculum. 4 - Vv ii ;

, , . ..-, _, IIM-:!', '* iThe East Central' Network can be of assistance to us in:revisingiour _medical
laboratory tethniaan curriculum, constructing the clinical labOratory portion of

.-Our curriculum, and .giving -advice as to the implementation of such curriculum .,_
into:our program and at clirkisil affiliates that are vastly different. Thqice are .;:l
a 'number of new, adjacent. areas of medical techn4logy..tifiat. trecl'No b..;;;'2,

'' developed- namely: electrocardiography, histolbgis_;,:,:.pheb93orniits. ,_ancl..,:_ !\

inOruene tation; Curricula need to be,v'.develOped_ for Ihe,se:atta...14-10hd th'el East '
Cent Network can play a major cttile-,:irt, the developing of such curriaila.''.. .,

. (.

Educators and specifically ctirriciAtim developers" nriu%t ,PAy: a vistal
the preparatiom of individuals ford the world of work, particularly in
high unernp,loyrnent. and high under4mployment; in times of Clepress tl e no

.when the call is for integrity nd accountability; when there is...5 need

IO 01

role- kp,_
es of AV.

;$.1
servitesi.a' when the demand is' for short-,thrm as well as long-range solutions
to perple ing problems. °'

In vidauats''' desiring emplcyment_ preparation bring td the ed tional:':,--V-en vkrb ent a wide variety -:off experiences. A system of trainin .mustilii
.

4.1We (
I

.4.'



created which is competencylbated and individualized to Meet the needs of
diverse students. Individuals and institutigns charged with. the respensibi

gedical education has no choices but to remain responsi
*changIng society and its effection the educat nal' ne
training medical personnel must take. into' consideration evarrc

.which shape its destiny. In considering and,planning how e most
effective medical pecsori, it it ettential that curricula be de oiled that mirror

wellsocietal as we as institutional and individual needs.
"

Atcomprehensive curriculum:model mast coRsist not only of curriculum, but
of employment s ills. "PO construct curriculum isolated from the employment
environment is ;464'. construct meaningless .cw!rieula.. In order to develop
curricula which!rneet the -reeds of the world of wor.k; one must be cognizant of
;what artikaihi"Oes on in the world of work.

: .4-, Too coft.es:Nr1WY 6s irrxducation isolate ourselves 'from the world of work
0.-b..-..-drie to lons.-,Itanding institutional rules, regulations and policies; We construct

v*_curricula.whith in'the long run do more harm than good: The harm is done by
I'sY,tematically closing the academic door on a large segment of our society: that

is capable bdt unable for many reasons, to complete susuch curricula . and
consequentii:Uriable te3'.enter and enjoy ttfe world of work. Suth'jndividuals find .4;

themselves able to perfOrm but not allOWed to do so.in,any meaningful fashion:
A,"

' This, clint,... group that has been terrified and injected with feelings of
)! . : .

nfejionitiei,:tiy: the academic community should, over the next sevjerak years,
rece0e the servis (*tile. East Central Network. The East 'Central Network->i.

can,be a Liaitoh- between the aNmic communityl: particularly the community
code. coege, and the. world Ot4koek. orricula, can be developed under the auspices

, - of the East, tpritrat Network that mirror the world .of work; thus enabling .

, individual& th.5'nerforrn in a rianingful fashion and enjoy -theworldbf work. --

r

.

'''. , -.1'-A-1 1 1ed health is _0 its infancy as a series si developing professions. In ordet
-05-z-

... ' ! -- tO nurture 4-41.7;0yelop this infancy, curriculum development and .t
. 'implementathiiiare essential. Quite Often the process of developing

curriculum is tfar less inVolved than' Its implementation into an existing
structure., The various allied health curricula_ find themselves at odds with the

0
f` structute-in ;which they are tieing forced to fit. Sometimes thelit i's aryalog6us

to foicim a
The

pliig;into a perfectly round hole; both having th4 same 1

dinientiokt,-The trquare plug being the newly developed allied health curriculum
'and 'the 'Murk( hole being the inflexible rules, regulationst and policies of the'
educational InStitution.

.

.
-

A, peril zing 'problem- faqin,g allied hegIth educators is deVeloping quality
..4:.

. .

cIihIcral experiences. Each -clinicar institution is different in staffing, finanCial
s.iipPoit;: equiprrient, patient, :load, etc., and consequently, each clinical
inttitution, hat its OWn criteria for offering clinical experiences; T_he East

..
Central ..-.NretWorl< can be a liaison between te academic community,

vparlicUlarly the community college, and the clinical facility and, ca offer
ntinuing eduGation pkOgrams, expert curricujum developing- tailored to

,:49 Ive a particular prd161ein. as well as seminars and jvorkshops; This would
enal)le indiv4qualt in tmallef clinical facilities an opportunity to learn about

[ expensive equipment available only in the larger facilities:

4,

6
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ere being an increased-demand for health care and particularly prosveptive .,
medi ine;.the federal government is demanding.accountabili ram healtil ggre
practiti ers; Many of these health care practitioners hav,,, e'en* abSent from

gp
.

the academic vironment for some time and are now being r: vited tot-perform A,
academic ly; The East Central Network can provide the type of training and 47
retraining eded in order to allow such practitioners di opportunity to meet:
Federal gui elihes: ".

.0,

; 4



TESTIMOKi'f0 :
f

SCHOOL CITY OF HAMMONID
Hamm Ondi Indiana

Public Hearing fbr
East Central Net Work
Curriculum Coordinator Center

- United States Department of Education
' Region V Chicago, Illinois

on October 26th, 1983
e4

TheThe Hammond Pith lit Sthodl System. has _provided, an extensive secondary
and adult ethiCatiOn program since 1919 in addition to apprenticeship :training
programs for local business and industry. Recently, a major renovation and new
construction project haS been in progress at the vocational education delivery
facility at the cost of $11,00Qi000. A committment of this magnitude _by
Hammond in the throws of a major recession indicates the high priority placed
on training and retraining individUalS for employment.

One effort that is continuous at every successful' training faOity is the
"state of the art" curriculum. Over the years', Hammond has used every
possible means of locating newly deVeloped curriculum fOr the programs offered
at i'our vocational facility. So9-6 of the more common sources :.of vocational
curricula that have been use6 are: Vocational _E-ducatiOn Services-Indiana
University, BloomingtOni: Indiariati-cinal Center f& Research in Vocational
ducatiern,,Ohici State bliiiVerSitW.ColiiiribUS, Ohio; and Mid-America Vocational.\Curriculum Cons6rtium-StillWater, Oklahoma.

The IdCal effort for curriculum development has incjuded the assignment of
a olriculum. specialiSt who is collaborating with present staff members to
convett established course =Ciii-ricUliim into Performance Based Vocational
Education (PIAVE) concepts. 1601 goal is that all vocational. programs will

° s be performante-based by It A

Now, what can. the East Central Network do to ass)st the local vocational
deliyry system.

(3)

Let every developer_ of\ .vocational curriculum know That the
Eat Central NetwOrk exists and the services it provides.

Ha -each state develop a directory liSting every type o
vocational curriculum located in that state..

HaVe directory include information about availability of
curricUluit for other interested individuals or institutions;

(4) LiSting of occupational competency tests available for
purchase.

(5) ,LiSting of occupational "Entrance Standards Assessnient Tests"
available for purchase.

(6)' Collect data febiti emplo,yers . that . represent° occupational
clusters Which would identify "standards of excellence" for

71



iffir _ .

The success of any vocational program is dependent upon a number of
factors; not one being more important than an effective and current
curriculum. I do not know of alty topic that is more "center stage" at this time,
due to the recent passage of 3 .

Training legislation, that expects efficient and
effective training and ietrainin .of the employed and unemployed.. .

eaqi specific occupational cluster. Example: What does the
construction industry and its union identify as skills that
reflect excellence in an emp yee?

Contact person: Mr. Andrew M. AiIaska,
Area Voeational DirecI9:
School City of Hammond

5935 Hohman Avenue
Hammond, Indiana 46320
(219) 932-5700

e

'V

2

.
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C. Edward Brown
State Coordinator for Supportive Services

4band Program Improvement
(Indiana State Waison Representative to the

at Central Curriculum Network)

TESTIMONY

Open Meeting on Future Curriculum Development Needs
In Vocational Education and Training

The cutriculurn;network has a very important role to play iti:t.the'.:
development of finkages between curriculurn-_,developers and ._users.
by which ,thist has been accomplished has been through the facilitation of
regional Ctirriulum..,COordination Centers1MCS)'. The format under which the
CCCs flaVe operated fias'heen as .4a. service proVider .to the states located in each
CCC ee-gioil It is .under the major intent,-of the CCc'sbmission as, a service
prodder to the participating states that will be addressed in thistestimony.

'6--

Beginriirtg a new contractual period openi up the agenda for suggestions on
long :range planning pf how_: the CCCr can best provide services under limited

; resodiCeS; First a is necessary to determine the instructional materials and
curriculum tresource needs of the participating states for serving their local
vocational progFzlns. Secoodly the CCC has to deterMine thF: most efficient
and effective met od of serving those identified needs.

A needs assessment of the local vocational programs' curriculum resource
4 neigits shoUld be conducted in the participating states to provide'an inventiny'of

currieblurn resource. The means by which a needs assessment instrument could
. be developed and implemented would be through the combined efforts of the
State Liaison, Repwsentatives (SLRs) and the CCC staff.'

During the time in wThich the needs assessment is beingsompiled another 4_

.activity would be undertaken toAlevelop a .curriculum_personilel resource file.
'.This curriculum resource file would provide a listing of persortner fid vocational ._

systems in each. of;the states that could serve as in-service r so ce, and :MO 4
sites for the improvernent of curriculum development systematic deliifery:. ,
of instructional materials.

-,-

By. completio. 'of the activities of determining needs and identifyingr*the
best in- service deliverers a functional network contracecan effectivly serve,
its membership; . *

, )
=--7. .

To assist in the uti zatioi) of the inventoried,informatio a small grant"1

program Could* initiat by the CCC. -The establishment' of 'spell
program by tiie pcc would make Seed money available e states for
purpose of .development_ or adaptvion of curriculum, a 6 for ass_istanc

. t
-

curriculum in--service activities. -
I _ _ ,

The mission of the tuf_rictsifuna Coorditiatiori Cente
its. participating states. _fith the 'assistance of the C
their local v?cational. prbgrainsAe best .instructj,ona- ..,

-rnformation available: s, : - .

,,,4. . etz,,,_ s .1. '
alt., $ 3-

t.is to prpvide se
the state- "an_

aterials an

e

ffer

t
o
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C de V.`k gtto
'Di rector insr. uttionia.t

Indipna Vgcatisinal!Tec
Notthwest I ni

Comments' foil ConsideraTti$0..
,

t Affai rs
'College

U

1) Increase the awareness ofs ces that are .>avallable and expand
theSe. services to the latest ate-of-Art

a) Initiate and' sustain advertising program
.

,.

Improve commun i c a ti of wi thip.. and betweee0.tztes:.....,

-,- ' .gt,
re,a) Establish end nforce rephetIng° system `:4,,,

Provide timely fi.i gh,:technol 0 31- for the post-§eqIncravyle

a')% Coirimon,.'cominain
1 evel,`"

lhorease ogre* stair 'to

5) The personn at our c6n r are
- but 'sel dom havEffl'avai 1 abl

secondary techniial 1 evel

-

kb.,

=Clyde V:' Co ove
'Director- of Itrtictiory/Sidderit Af
Indiana copcariohal Tgjohnitial le

'.Itorthwes .Infituti on 0.-c

If 4
7 ';';t

16, ducat! on at. the secon fley

. °"'`e. 71, ' 'Q

faci 1 i tikle the above
,-

tempathic and cook;z ati ve ,.

ripuested attp,'-...-::
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Ed Colik,-
SLR - East CentriA Network

Lansing, KtichAgan
_

have vsome remksj would like' to inArogiuCe as testimony .myself, as well
as three letters I mlna'Red to ceilltctifrOntrople in Michigan who utilize the
services and products Of the EeN;

One oit-4,141e, Wehav c me to realiuze I thinkimore and mxre in
%1Vlichigan is that Clirriculuni is in t the fpund "on of everything else we do;
That has not been without its pro I% s: It is a b Pssing and a problem.because I
4. Den to be the project mo itor for our curriculum devetppmynt and

emination'projeCt:-.A few ye rs ago' ev = likbe, left me alpne; Nov, all of a
suitlep, .the secondary people in rogtam ap roVat:tiresayik"What dtis we have
toknow*about curriculum befOr we card _prove.new equipment pruchases?" or
"How does currlum impact f cility design?" or 1.(y1h4 does curriculum mean

-, in terms of inset-vice' training?' , and so on and so fo ty,' Nox.I am ,managing a.
project that has 15 -co- monitor which makeS'it a re- ba in ternis..of 'trying to

..,, keep, that ,thing together: 'B t- we are in .fa,ct realizt , 4#11.1:1S. more that !,
curriculum is' the .foundaport/of almost eveic.Ilt g we do.-' Becottt of that we .1-,,.

are get,ogia .,.tremendous amount of interest -0V; n Michigan., 6. -
,

As !4ar-.6,as we are concemed,, networking- beca
The bottomline is that if we-didn't networkiwe

curriculum. .It is too expensive to .deve lop' Amighbut e k
sestem.' There is no alternative. ,yBt simply cahnot affo to Flo lt and's

eary*cafford to.unleSS we have some kind of nsOvorking system thatolets pi4 0
ah ve aecesS to what Other States are dOng.

I am tire all of us have_repdhregkteends that Aps.. to be
thing do the$e days. 'NaiskitgrnalTer4a,Ve trong ar ukciPritAor
of n *orkin& 'would agregATith' that very, definite y. hen comes fo
curriculum.

'There are a numi6er of item 'thinIZ are well worth mentioning i
ms of tilt beriefits we have derived fr

gionat Meetings.
efinite ben

ple are so'
curricu

networkillg.p- One of .them is -the-
earing is''testirnony that

r the it ividualkstates involved- ben
terchange with the other people t tire regional me
'al! .the s snoffs that occur ft-orris! at, and the*erier

that .Vie do not nec
at,e4 kinds Of things

uld be howl do other states handle vim C P code system., We h
lot from the formal presentations at regional meetings.

6-

Ve alwanurecei whItt I .would_rc311 prompt, high-qtality and
service frofn CN whenever we have made rpquests. think 1 st

ooh our urriculu resourc,ttenter in Mi igan we cond ctd °ter
es icUlum material Pr local education agencie comniunity,

colleges and se dary schodit systTsms. In almost-every case v hro h °lir-
own holdings to t e facafties_ we c :access through 'thewrietfor-Ww ternr--7

athas-been war sucCe,ssful for us.

tingsiliave a yet
to'networ,ki

ngs fro Mil
'cont
ssarthe benefits. We in

but a lot of curriculum r
e game

;.
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The big prole I thi with netWorki is t)-iat Mo t people do not ow

_ iit of_ air :tiot of .it. What happens Michigan when a to her
_ _..._ ___

requests sore irigT sVd.h -a curricullim guide auto mechabits is that I
contact ourc

..tals tha ey need: They May dtha".1 111-urriculum
,. Wr.e4i.0 r. They Make sur

4
at sporfoivne geiftfserethne

.-

''is',. l'irriA44144 ides. If I talk to that person two weeks later I bay, "Did 4tou, get
., __.._

*--t-,The-Yna als?" he rePly, "Yep, thanks a lot." I then ask if they know where
:;, ; itey,go -the mater' -end the answer is "No, they just came in the mail." i.

i:is- 4' - .
=.1

it - A- s..

I. think is 'to uch 'to expet that every perSon who, r iv
produetfwf a' resource-center or some kincfof networkilig.S_
know whe the network is all abOut or how- it functionsi_tptc.,
receive bad press betause of tfiat--bcauselie-o say "No; I

-. that" We furnished them *th a %Lipid d curriculum -rnatrials'-
the last year b t they never heard 4ff lires ce center anehave no 4 e

4wher.e it (the materialsYcame from:. That is iorriethihrwe have to keep in mind
in terms of emfi acing the serylices and products that we deal with throb& the
networking sy? .. :.,, , u

.= -r

Ih teilrIS of Cid/Co:11mi should mention high technolOgy:. Haking mehtipned
highig tecbi, I will go on to some other things.'

..:
. '

. ir 1.:.,).

have a very real concern abottt :the question of, basic Skills I flaw
personal opinion which I hav found is4shar'ed" by% number of p ogle who
with vAlcational education on alLday4t6 b sisr Lt.f _local t ichers
secondary: and postsecondary inititukon land their 4ctrninistrat rs; I a not_

ure but t we elect our voFatiOrAi fytudenti. to possess theAasic ski*,
are ne ssery to ent r- and to luccessf

V', we on the academi
Gov tt, tpose b a m ter o

nnot.
sudd iily doing a

compete in occupatigns..II. arm.
rition of -our educational Sys
ct I am pr ty well riciinced t

been able& . I do not eecade eirommdrii
60.-de e-turl and saying,: hat t we do-to- elp you folk

in term of the basic skillSW that reason.- one of the primary
things we 41ave to work:-.On in t s of theoetwork is The Co olidatioic and
developMent of basic Arils m I ve some very goo lates to turn
for that type ofthin-g in terms ottiand3ooks lready pr ed. 'T INOrtrrierkt
of Labor has produced s ch1.4t-eriaiS'as e VPO wit s associated CIP/DOT
crOsswalkS. There is gen education velopment aptitudes ma'interest
abilit4s associated; with t se odcupations based on their survaig_ikw the
Dictionary of Occupational 'ties. I think 4,,e are gokrig.to hjve to do Ai job if

::;i;;LI it is going to be done. 7.)

Micro mp rized curriculum aGcess system in
Michigan. Th- e who has a micekomputer.

oot_ ave a compu
s sy RI is_ available to any

. The can call tip the'syste _land see all of our
they scan get 1 print-out._ They can. place th
resour lib ar ''gh_rhe.:microcbroputer.'-W

\ froMi a enti ,000.. If- you harrow that to
\ curriculum repr_es tative.at each vbcationaliire.

350 people in. M n who couldla cess_ thpeoplewho don! se thesystern e
access to a cr(14- The pe6p

_0. A.
r _

-.,..___,...:

as scroll on the Inachine or
der for materia from mit.

e gapp ximate y 6Q uss
thNkserves as he

er,y are talking a Ut
When we asked -the

, the say "I_Glon't aye
user it r e oulit'V lett\

v
e
ent

system
use it

they de'
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.

Specialists 'avndte offices 'are within the' Intemedi Scbool _District office
All of .the ISD-Zffices have micros. ,Whe, a . [-son s ys they do not have acces
to a micro, what th mean is thafithd' '.a * dot ha one "right' nex em' in

,,

their office. It m they have towallt 4.1-11.1 blO own thekhall t a...,ikey
roga somebody t get into the room here the rnicrol or y.ha.ve o

,t) negotiate with the data processing person in °Ler to' u the mi-vro., T is .f
cf.ncernS igne because of the push or emphasis on micros high tectlihology.t i .

i s 4)

' What.,tiflemeani is,that people think "No, I, don't have ''access to -a-vicro so r
, .

ittan't access your system." ,. i.,
1. si .

'Ic
A .; ?hat they 'rally mean rllicros are truly a perrrral as they tay they are t

want one right next to rils, When I get my own rA-...vIR-Oith A modem on
y desk \then I cap the int ave access, That's very rAuch a cohcernof
ine; because when peOple to olt access does no y *solutil do.'
t hay access. %It may .be _ inconvenient or highly inco to got ,to-, hat

trunk that ip something else vie, hali...td.ivork o i terms of wha w ,e---
4n,thelo 'W,fel. , - ,

e

.., I Would like to trodUce:.theOe.3etters since I am do01(roiVnrlinutel,4-1`ha e
t.4111 more than I tftougiii. 'I One of the tette from a p ''''',...,Sivil,

coordin4ttes our curriculuM, 1'4:ill denter and ,lie r.two, are ft;134ocal
vocational educators, who work with ieachergYnd administrators every, ,day.

c t.
. , . r . a.

r

fliPect,
are -doi

Thank 'you. '
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MICHIGAN OCATIONAL'EDUCATIb
133 ERICKSON HALL MICHIGAN STATE ONIVERSITY EAST-LANSING, M-ICHI

E CENTER
5113153.4397

. October .2 ,1983

Dr,: Ed Cory, SLR*
Midhigan Departm n
.Vocational-.4tchn
P.O. pm 40009
La nsin$, VI, 48909

Dear r Cory:

1

m.

It has come, to my attentipn hat:the Nati nal
for continuation:of -its mission.. As a sta e'veEducation and Vocatipnak Educatiop Resou G
network for servide s irr,Curriculum de
services .woidkiliffe tiro
as a stafecenter.
Central, ulViicul to Net

. bly aret:o ;ctat
and task

Today tho tiiran eve caus
-anc1,..the' need to 'tie /or

`
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i
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ches fo lierits ,i

Our SL e in the
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velopi e 1 inkages wi
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library
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Dr. Ed CorSt
.page 2 of 2

The NNCCVTE ,IS involved in.
.subjects; it does not emphas
With. vocat.ul education.
network has toitien you ,foresee

a strong support system

11 ncerely,
--

stributiolf of resources En all Vocational
ize a few as do other organiiat.cions: involved
Please Consider the multiplier/effect a national
the number of clients a 4tate svnter serves

Such as the NNCCVTE.

Co
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'VOCUionaI-Technic4EdUcatipn Seivices
Michii$0 Departtene;pf Education

sox 30009 -

Lansing, MI 48909

RS

october
4
3i 1su

II'

Dear Dr. Coryk,

The term networ 1.---iarm<erworlid andat times misused. However,
. .---

matters-co riculum development and dissimipation,bythe ..

tional network, the t is most- appropriate. The coMmar,U.1511i
7 5s: t has evb through the network is most valhAbl. to'ia'

elevantcordate vocational training pr4ea. At a
..dr time when g ies prgyiding votati -1-tedhhi' 'leducation must
Ili on a slim budg t in the face of -Air tiO_ChangeS, if not a_ _
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OCT 04 1963

Dr; Ed Cory
Fast Central Network State Laison
Michigan Department_Education
P.O. Box 30009
Lansing, MI 48909

Dear Ed:

Clirr ICUILEr. resoutces andtleaddrship are critical- for :fin
to of fer training that remains v ble and. timely. The E
For Cur?iculm Coordin&tion has een an excellent resour
tion to utilize.

j .° AFC:646-3648421
I

September 30; 198314
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,Th East Central NetwO as "Ch%largestrof the10x Curriculum
Centrs sten as, en exemplifi'c'avion of the cooje;rative etf6rtp of twelve
states with goad sCpPort by the State birectOraof-VOcatiOnaI Elu_dation

.

and the,Illino s State Board of. Education; whichnotisei.the,Centei
i.;_ -.., ; ,. . k1/4 .

- _

Cu;-4ctlum:-cobrdinat net education-.Continng4-tn bege-Maj'orm-
fuce toward the vocfttionaIceduc iOnecandary;lbst
secondary and adult; ';i1";K.4; .

. -A'..

t
The State -Liaison RepresentaAvies (8LRs); appointed by the respective

41"State DqspOss of Vocational Education for participation,in-NOT
activiti - ptand as the key links in sharing curricnLum develo0Aint
pioductsavid,-.serVices;- The capacity-building potential of4..statr6' resides
in the fuctionIng of the SLR. The SLRs'are the "connecting illo'ithe,of
the Network; assisted by the Regional Network Center anti. The.'NationaIY
Network; providing leadership in marketing and work program deVelOpment;
Th -East Central Netlo,Rrkognizes tht variety of governance .Anleadmin
s rative'patterns wh$?1.1 exisneamong,the twelve states of,the E-4st'eent
gionfor the delivery of vocatianal education progralis.and set-Vides%
welt.'"arthe variety, .of SLR appointments either within or beyonOthe

ate voc.nion'al education agencies;

4el

).4

'1: .1/4

.-, v
e ECN lesk.List'CatalbC0d Curriculum Terminology as a tool are

,-

exam111s_(;qlood.develnpMents desig*ed to -meet the needs of people .rj!'.-:
:invOIved-in.vncational education and training;' These''produits-have been
found fielpfulgeneralizable_and transportable;

:
..,,,, 0.

. ) ) :

.
---

.

.

The ECN recog es thatthe "bottom 'ling" N curriculum coordination..
4

_.

be the foster.ng. of 'capaCily-.1?uilding for vocational educatbrs; p-4rtliC44iar..i44,.,lw- for teaching personnel; in local edUcatioil agencies; , ;rs"
..

i`
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. SOme amount of quality control by the CN in determining the usefUlness
of a curriculum development to be disseminated_ will also continue to be
helpful -to: the SLRs in their states'. --At-_the _Same time; the many diverse
needs of the ECN Region need to be recognried. ,

, ...
,

,
.

Most studies which have served to investigate the linking.of curriculum
research and development with local school practices and.inttructional4
capacity development have found that curriculum- related products are
associated with significant ihstructionalbenefitS when two conditiohs
exist; i.e. 1) they are 'carefully selected by practitioners ,to match
loc conditions and needs; and 2) when technical: assistance and

hlinser ) ice training required to master use of a new.peduct are readily
obtainable; This is all more easily said than done during these times
of "too much month at the end of the money"; Yet; curi4JuIum,iartoPtion/
adaptatio rategies depend on perso 1, services of both developers:
and/or ti '''.ers and competent persona -a vices have_somezCbsts' associ-
ated with em. Often; good curriculum products get "almost not quite"
to their ended,destinations for lack of one or both of these two 's

conditi .

.... ,:

Stategiesfor sharing new local 'cUrriculum developme tswittl-
the Net
and!:te

insery

_ .

Xhis;

C\
ki via eat -state Trobabli need further,considexation-, "Show-a
i.Sstil._ one of the best and Mast cosIneffeCiiVe types of._.- ..,.

..-1

ties available; The SLR is; main; the key to:making "r
4./iihina state; ---,,if

,;. 4

ft.; The reaeT ion of. the Vocational Education_4ct of'1903; to
aco mplAahed by Septembpre 1984, will need to inqUde cOn&Iderat ,nS

,, triculuM coordinatidh.and networking within j.ts, copt'i' .:PerhaOs'eqfu
.

of a mOAt7uselial'activities that might happeh IThe'year.Ethead would
n Ak:1acaesgment,:aol a Regi al Net4rk;. Such"as.-the.dECN; in termS.'60,.,.7,

s elatiobship to:the National etwork andoto its capacity assist
.

ocml. education Ci4a;'through the,statesWd their functioning: ., ,-,i.

taftinAson R9r:eitatives.
-.

, . The foregoing statement has been prepared in the spirit ofe fulness to
the E(P and the National Netw)rk._ Best wishes for good- success.duatig t ie'Second

io-randcritical dectae of 'serricle.to'vocatipnal educatin in the United St s.._
0

. w v r .:
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Pt *41424'_::Educd'Inc ;'fional Operations Concepts; 'Inc; kE0Ck2ii -,1

073 Skii n West
,

.Saint Paul,_ Minnesota 55113
.(6121 633 -1103 __

MAJOR CLIENTS AND CONSULTATIONS/REPORTS OF EOC PRIkIPALS!
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AGENCIES IN THE EAST CENTRAL NETWbalk

. Bartholomew Consolidated School Corporation.; Columbus;

-
E AND LOCAL;";'..W

'0
-Lana,

fkOielopment of' a Methanicall)rafting.V-TECS
)

Gatalog 1981-82.

Brr Vniversity; Bemidji; Minnesota
_ .

of the Vocat , nal Curricutlum:Planning and Researth Program;
'Are Tnterpgency Prqject, 1981.

k County;: Grayslake;

CoT ultation to Regional Careex-Guidance C6nter,(Lake qm,ine57), 1981.

l,,AnotsSWe Board arlydt,jca.t*fi, Departent-cTAdup,;11ocattoma.chld
, g ,

Tcchkicat. Editcation, ,5pPin0 d. Illinois

A Third-Party Evaluation sSess the Impact of the QuAtik Assistance Plan-
(id,Illinoi Vocatlondl E_ arulii), -1983-84 . . .

.

.
. v.

,,.

f

4
ComRrehensiveudy,of the'State-of-the7Art of ArticuIationEffor0iin-:

.._

Vve fatibna-Education: Present and FutureImpIications -for the State of
Illinois, 19797'80- 4 :4!,

0 .
.- 1 ;

. .

4:Study.to:Evaluat6 the aineteen ionalCaraer Cuidance Centers within
%41nois, l9t9-

..-.

;

.
. Third7Party Evaluation ,of 4t14 Illinois erience -Based Career Education
cEBCE ) PrO ject , : 1976-78:: _ .,.

t

. '. '.
'.

INV .

. ,
, A

.V:A Comprehensive Reed-* as smeptStudy of.Vocat.ionaiOand Adult Education
.

Programs and .S-.w :...4), in Illinois (including Balance of State (CETA) and
,

a ..)GcWerg: si,A976.7_77:.
.

'

, 4,. ).

.

, .

f4-4T4: arty.: 4ter4M-dhenslve..11,1i-nOiOec-upational'Educatidn
D *onst at-IAA .. ,..,. . 4

+ ." 1 .:7:,
..

*-. ,
-,,

'.:0-1-14% ..*; . .A
Illinois Vocatial AsdUc(idtiA rttf.nifield; I inqs TV Ns--

. .
.

Wofk6op on Articulatkeeln xn6;c ationaI u 7 n, 1981c

.-. Indiana Stat.,e4iniversityi Terrellaute;:
_

, T , _

0.0fftvellppment of an Accounting Gata,lo,g; ..1,911i,i3.3A5..
4-,

d

*
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; doTict Collegu, Joliet, Illinois

Technical AssIstange and Evaluation ft "Establishing a Hotel/Restaurant
-Food Service Management Degree:and Culinary Arts PIK) ram in A Conference
-Center", 1981; 0

t

Technical Assistance Relating to a PI nning Model for a Hotel/Restaprant:
Program and.Educational Center in an Urban Areal..-.:1979 -80:

,161 6

Minneapolis Pu4ie,c Schbots, hanneapd, _Minnesota
4 4C

An Area Voca: al-TeChnical filtiCute Feasibility Study: Program'PlAnning
for an Arealiocational-Techni0' Institute:in Minneapolis, 1974.

:.Minncoota_StatP Dcpartment,of Eduaation.pTocational-Technical Division I !

:(zint Paulj Minnesota fl.

,,,

.

,

,.._ _ ..

Preparation of 0?ientationOanuals ,fOrbn-Site Evaluatton_Team Members,
-Program Area Team Leadersi'and Local Administrators (inMinnesota 'Post-
:5ecdndary Vocational Education), 1981.

,

'Technical'ASsiAance to Devdlop a Formula to Disburse. Vocational Federal
Funds in Minnesota Acrin;to lic Law,94-482,..,1980-81.

.

TechTzial Assistance to a State-of-the-Art Stuff,: Industrial Arts/Secondary
"91 VoontlOwL Industrial Occupations; 178-0.'

.

... ,

. -..4.

,.

TechniCassistanCe Relatkto.a MOtiitoring/Feabacky4em for,tte -\
MinneSota Secontary. Placement Specialigt. Program,. 1979.'
,. ..

,,,

. .0 ,-
, .

,;. iA Study'of theDrganiiational Structures and Management Systems bf_Pour
Special Projects: Minnesota InstrUctional MaterialspCente_VocaH.orial. .':!-
Student OrganizationsCentertatewide:Cu iculum4Articulationtentet an

t../4Vocational. Agricultural Coordinators, J97 ilk - 0 - 4'n
I..: .; ,i

,i, .4 - '
-'bievelopment-of a Minnesota,Zndusrial Arts Study, 1978.

i

-e44,-
i4:

. _,. , ,01?:

Teciiimical AStistance in a Realth-Occupations Education Study, 1978..

- -

An Area Agnicmlture COoridinator-StUdy (inMinnpdta Vocalional Agrictilture ):
Oeganizasion,-. Management and -Financing-.106;q:,7.c.-: _ ,

.

1) . ,
. _s °

nnesota Statewide Adult Vocational Program:Fun iitgiMoaels: 19pa.74.
. .

. Natianal:Corriputer .Syst-entb, Minneapolis, Minnes

Te..chnkcal, Assistance for the Minnesota Voca\ tional Flillow-Up System, 1973-76.
V . t

Project PREP, °a consortium of Jo et TownAipfiigh &tools,. Lockport Township
Sqhool,T1Aaney-View Public Schools, Will-Grundy Counties CETA Servces,

`and thd:Educationvica Region i Will County, -Illinois.

Technical-Assistance to .Project PREF,_ a Project for Pre=EthOoyment and
0.acement,'W1li1.Codnty, Illinois, 1975.



int :;a1nt. Paul, Miniv.,';;ot.z

4 Third-Party Evaluation o
Project; 1975-77;

the Saint Paul- Minneapolis Career Education.

S000n South contral Minni?rota SCllool Districts; including Fdri,bault and.
Oortonna k

. .

Vocationa 1 Education Needs AssessMent in South Central Mi9nesota, 1976,

;:t,16' of Indiana; State Board of Vocational and Technical t,:dqoatton;
Indianapolis; Tndiana

Developimult of n Business Education ;-TECS Catalog; 1980-82;

A Preliminary Assessment Relating to Indiana Vocational Education Information
System Capabilties; 1978;

echnl'cal Assistance to Development of an Alternative Statewide Management
System for VOcational Education using Regional Planning for System Design;
Implementation and Field Testing; 1,977;

ThirdParty Evaluation of.the Implementation of a Statewide Guidance Program
--with E6-10-11-6-"Si-S-d Counseling; -Placement and Follow -Up; 1973 -74;

UnN'erstty of Minnesota; Minneapolis; Minnesota

Workshop onAlternative Sources of Funding and Proposal Preparation; 1980;

Vinccnnos Unioersity; Vincenne.s; Indiana

Technical Assistance to an Indiana State-wide Survey in Printing for
Pcrformance-Baged Vocational alucation;

Development of a Printing liTECS Catalog; 1981-83;
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Roy BohnLInstr'uctor
Four Rivei-I-Area Voc -Tech School
Washington, Missouri

A larg_e part of many teachers' problem in updating curriculum-is knowing
what already exists and bow to access materials in other parts of the country;
Awareness of and availability of materials used'in industrial training settings
are also not easily available.

More teachers . ought t0 be aware of 'the services available through the
curriculum service centers'. I' have found the materials and helpful staff at the
East Central Curriculum Coordinating Center to be extremely beneficial.

One item which would be -of immense value is an UPDATED bibliography of
existing curricula, reference materials, and AV" aids. Inclusion of the same type
of materials from industrial training settings should be included. Since the
great amount of time and money required to collect such a resource limits the
frequency with which Such publications can be°,printed, I suggest such efforts-be
available on a microcomputer floppy disk to ease duplication costs and periodic
updating.

r would like to see the curriculum and reference materials, including
slide/tape support materials, developed. (If some of these already exist, I am
unaware of theta.) .

AREAS OF NEED:
I) Machining "New" Materials

Speeds/feeds Plastics
Cuttirrg tool materials & geometry Aluminum
Different coolants' Alloy steels.
Composites

Computerized Machining NC/CNC/DNC

Overview (including slide tape) explaining
Basic programming

' Advantages/Disadvantages over Conventional Machining
Types of job opportunities
Skills required

3) Overview New Metalworking Processes

Chemical
EDM Reasons for usage

Powdered Metallurgy

4) Automated Machinery Maintenance

Set-up/Diagnose/Adjust/Trouble Shoot/Repair
Must cover DC Serve Motors/Electronic Controls/Fluid Power

88
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Tom Hindes'
ColumbUs; Ohio

This is To Hindes former SLR frOM Ohio, currently serving.as the College
of education, BUSifiesSt- and Industrial Training and Training Development
COOrdipator lor Ohio State University.

-
I would like to make some comments concerningt the regionaFi curriculum

network anid I think that theSe comments should be the Ohio's position to offer
support to the regional _curriculum network concept. The following points have
been identified as positiVe aspects to reinforce the continuance of the regional
curriculum center.

The East Central Curriculum Network and the other Regional Networks with
their coordinated efforts are really the only nationally organized; regionally
coordinated; and locally controlled- curriculum instructional materials
organization available in the United States. Within this system kW ECCNC is a
vehicle that fosters profeSSiOfial and perSonal contacts between states regarding
vocational curriculum concerns. Of course this', is done through the electronic
curriculwn searches and personal communications and there is a constant
_spillover in other vocational 'concerns and areas not just in the area of
curriculum and instructional materials.

The Network promotes the exchanging of \ information and materials
'nationally and regionally among edUtatOrt. It also provides a capacity for joint
curriculum development project, It promotes cost effectiveness when states
utilize the system of lOCating and acquiring materials for adaption or adpption
rather than new curriculum deVelopMent.

The Network can be utiliied to disseminate and collect information in a
highly efficient and effeCtiVe Matinee; and the Network could be 'a highly
efficient and effettive method to disseminate the results of all national
research and development projects because- the Network could assure that the
materials could get into the appropriate hands of the State and local level;

The Network assists,ih eliminating_narrow and parochial thinking on the part
of states by proyiding*eanS and methods of out-of-state travel in the sharing
of ideas. The NetWork provides a sounding board or a forum for individual's
ideas to be discOSSed-and-iiriplemonte-el. It provides standards and criteria for
curriculum Itevelopreient: It provides a fast and effective means of problem
solving when member_ states address common problems and challenges. And it
is-an excellent bUffer betweth the state and the fe eral programs;

Anelindeedi it is the state's system to alert th of impending or pending
agendas whith the states heed-to be aware. The network Can be utilized wit

position_ of strength to gain justification and acceptance
proposed projects for changes in state prot-Fdures.

It is a source of. SPetifiC experts for specific pFoject_involvement and Atie
network can promote and showcase exemplary programs and,j*actices in the

89



.ire4 of curriculum. It would seem that just as these past aspects area
important, there are some future things that the National Network can and
should be involved in One of these would be to put together national programs
-)ased upon the national priority topics and items for workshops and seminars
for the member states, and to provide monies for the technical assistance for
member states;

There is a desperate need for informItion. The Network could provide
quarterly or more frequent if deemed necessary, communiques with curriculum
information to the member states. The number of states could integrate or
utilize this information into their curriulum and dissemination system;
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'Ohio's position regarding .the 4ntinuance of the Regional Network
Curriculum Coordination Center.

October 25; 1983

Dr. arrell Parks
State'Vo atiohal Direct

.Robert Balthaseri_RCU
State Department of Educationiyocational Division

Joyce Keefer; Act g1 SLR

State Department of gducation; flicational Division

Tom Hindes
Formerthio SLR

The 00icy_State University
Business'and Indusrfy Consultant
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The East Central Curriculum Network is the:only nationally:organized;
regionally coordinated,_2nd:locallycontrolled ciKriculum/instructionaI
materials listing coordiation available in the United States;

4

The ECCN acts as a,vehicle:to- foster professional and personal contacts
between states regarding vocational curriculum.concerns:

electronic searches;

- personal communications;

- constant spill over in other vocational concerns;

promotes-exchanging of information/materials nationally and
regionally among educators;

prOMotes cost effectiveness when states utilize the system of
1,ptatifig and acquiring materials. for_adoption_ r_adaprion rather
%than new curriculum deveropment;

- can be utilized to disseminate and collect inforMation in a
highly efficient and effective manner;

-:'could be highly efficient/effective method to disseminate the
results of National Research and development projects_because
the network couid_asSure the materials getting into the appropriate
hands at the state level;

- assists_in eliminating narrow/parochial thinking on the part of
states by providing a method /means for out-of-state travel and
the sharing of ideas; ,

- provides a sounding board or forum for individual's ideas to
be discussed and_IMplemented;.,

_

- provides standards- ,and criteria for curriculum development;-

r
- provides a fast and effective means of- problem solving when member

states address common problems and challenges;

is an excellent buffer between the State and Federal_PrOgrAMS.
Can be he statesi to alert states of impending/pending agendas
in which:the-states need to be-awareT-

- can be utilized within a state as a position of strength to gain
justification and. acceptance of proposed, projects or changes;

- 'i8 a source of specific experts for specific project invOlvement;
.

can_promote/showCase exemplary programs and uactices in the area
of curriculum;
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/Future projects that could be provided by the curriculum network which
would be beneficial to vocational educators would be to:

S

- put together. National p ograms of National Pribrity topics
and items for workshops--and seminars for 'member states;-

- provide monies for technical assistance for member Slat-6S;

- provide quarterly or more frequent) communique with curriculum
information for member states_to integrate or utilize into their
curriculum dissemination system; -
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October .26, 1983

CURRICULUM TESTIMONY
by

Vernon i Register
Pennsylvania SLR

I hope my comments a helpful although I have only been a vocational
educator for a few months Hopefully, my general curriculum background and
virtual "outside of vocational education" perspective may assist your efforts.

When I came to vocatiOrial education approximately one year ago I was given
a desk and stacks,f paper to read. I read six to eight hours a day for weeks and
became my neighborhood's largest consumer of Murine; The clerk at the
pharmacy told me. the other day that I still hold the neighborhoO'd record.

As I read; I was, impressed with the enormous amount of curriculum
materials that had been generated by vocational ediicators.-. A lot of it was
good, very sood in my opinion.. After several weeks of reading I came to the
conclusion that vocational education' exceeds general or academic. education in
the quantity and quality of curricUldni Materials available to teachers and
administrators; The past several months haVe further strengthened that
ppi ni on.

During my reading, I igISO became aware `of large numbers of curriculum
duplications. As I looked closer at curriculum guides with similar titles, itbecame evident that most . were deVeloped without reference to commonmaterial; Most had been developed "from Scratc h" arld'were first generation
curricula; Very few second generation or revised_and -updated guides based uponprevious work did find-. I discovered that technical manuals are revised much
more often than curriculum, even though ciihiciilum uses technical content asits core.

The point that I am attempting JO make is that as technical information
materials and equipment changes, it is crucial that curriculum be changed to
accomodate the new 'technology. HoweVer, most curriculum when changed is
revamped from the ground up and a lot of energy arl(iL resources are used
rehashing the part of a curriculum that did not need_td b-e_revised;

Technical manuals are the content or "what" if you will; the' remainder_ of a\a`4
curriculum as we know deals with the "delivery" be instruction and evaluation
for the "what:? The need is to change only. that whith is effected by the "what"
-leave the rest alone unless a better way of teaching the baSit "what" is found;

believe that the Vocational Technical. Education Consortium of-States (V--TECS) is takin the ri ht track as far as_the
.U/id-America 6Cational Curriculum Consortium (MAVCC) and Oklahoma are
taking the best route for the delivery and evaluation. Neither is perfect bUt the.first, second or tenth attempts at anything seldom are; that is the reason'
revisions and changeS are necessary in the first place.

..
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I think quality competency based curriculum guides consisting of valid
cOnfent;delivery and evaluation should. be identified by experts - incumbent
workers for the content; 'educators and students for delivery arid evaluation -
with states left to alter; adopt or annihilate the guide as seen fit.

The inheren1 suggestion is not entirely new States have altered dr adopted
curricula from other states for many years; What is new in my:suggestion is a
different leadership role for the curriculum centers.

I_ suggest each center coordinate development of competency 'based
Curriculum established upon incumbent worker validated content. Coordination
would be needed to avoid duplicatioN in new curriculum development or revision
of content; ditlivery or evaluation processes. Vocational curriculum would have
a, single set of vocational guides available for adaptation or adoption by s ates-
or local education agencies. Regional curriculum centers would be respon ible
qr disseminacion and utilization activities ranging from collecting, and
ataloging resource mate*Is; to inservice workshops; to identifying model

prograrris using the curriculum.-

I am not suggesting a 'national- curric ium. I am suggesting sifting -Orough;
evaluating and identifying curriculum with valid content; effectivedeli<lery and
evaluation proc sses. We have to 4art utilizing the best of our k f forts more;
We cannot aff rd the luxury of duplication any longer; nor can vocational
education use valuable time and shrinking resourcesito develop and revise
curriculum from scratch; We should use what has been done; imperfect as it is;
and make the necessary changes as we attempt . to keep paCeir with the
technological changes occurring in industry and education; \

OS
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INDIANA, PENNSYLVANIA 15705 --
Center for Vocatrilnal Personnel Preparation Fieschini House 412 357-4434

October 25, 1983

Dr. Ruth Van Patton
Dirricuium7oordinator; ECN/IVCC
Sangaman State University; E-72
Springfield; IL 62708

Dear Dr; Ruth Van Patton:.

(

Mr. Vernon aster; Pennsylvania's State Liaison Representative
"(SU() for the Eas Central NetWork for Curriculum Coordinating, invited

----me to present- testimon at the- -ECN=US.:Dep-artment of EducAti-on
public hearing in Chicago on October 26, 1983. I e*plained to Mr. Register
that I would be unable to appear in person but would be happy to present .

written testimony;

My concern centers on the area of enhancing Cite ri;nSpilirtability_
and use of curriculum materialS; specifically, curriculum ihipleffientatidh.
My personal observation is that we are rich in curricUlUm and related_
training materials; Indeedj millions of dollars have been Spent_ in the
development of ,vocational curricula. Thousands of indiVidbalS, hOW&Ver
administrators;curriculum coordinators, change agents = t4ho have
implementation responsibilities are naw asking such questions AS: How
can successful implementation be accomplished? What are the barriers and

. ;hazards in pIementing a curriculum? Where do we start? What rdleS will
various ind iduais

.

he_ goaly _J5T-En-77w7"'__Among :t . increasing the t sportab 1 ay-
pf cuYriculbm materials and imp rov4tUg their agteptanEe and use " . The
ECN must direct its attention te) jaentifying and disseminating strategies
for planning _and carrying outmore effective curriculum implementation
efforts. The' -decisionby a school district to adopt _ati innovation_ ,

a curriculum) carries with .itno guarantee that the innOVAtibri
. actually be implemented at the ciassroomlevel; In fact, the Rand Change
AgeRt S-t4a4 of 1928).
determined that organizational itiflqAces on the innovation are at leaSt
as crucial as the innovation itself and that activities and interactions
that occur at the local le-GeI; regardless of tA type of innovation,
determine whether the implementation will succeed or fail.



Dr; Rnth Van 1.!atton
f'w2
October 25, 1983

individuals with currtaulum implementation respipnsibilltiom need to
be made aware of the context Within, which new curricula become viable;
As a major disseminator Of vocational technical curricula the ECM can
A StgniAgeant role [it seeing that this is achieved;

TJW:blf

1.

Thomas J. Walker. Associate Prof,,sser
and Director of Instruct-Jona' Programs

-4-
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Kay Brown
SLR., Richmond, Virginia ,

This is the first time in vocational education that I have learned how -to hand
oirk a written summary later on. I want to give YOu a little of rny baCkground
and why the curriculum network is so important to me.

I was trained by the-- ioneers in curriculum and it has been a real 'revelation
to see the changes thniugh the years. I don't think a lot of people have had that
opportunity to be trained by some of the early people who did it Because then
we did it off the top of our heads and on the paper bags and whatever we could
find, and we had wonderful'workshops with \teachers every night and so on How
wonderful. it is now to have this modern network for whatever new things, we
want to db and whatever improvements we want to make.

ThOSe of OS in the old days would never have dreamed that we could have
;had this type of thing. Mary Marks who had the original cQncept of this

national network was my teaCher and her teacher in turn was the first pioneer
in curriculum development. Then I worked with Betty Simpson, so it has really
been fascinating to see the system develop. I want to just summarize some
things that have been _important to Virginia as far as what the NetWorP has
already done and then I would like to throw out some mind boggling concepts of
possibilities for the Network in the future. Of course; that is the type of thing
that we will be evaluating in our meeting.

It has been_ very important to Virginia to .get information about trends in
vocational curricUlUm development through the Networ The national searches
have been most helpful. I think all the efforts to define curriciilum terminology
have been' most helpful.' But, I don't think we will ever.finish that job. We end
ij with new commentS, new parts, new concepts; so we need to keep on with
that.

Certainly, the technical assistance regarding the use, of softwgre and
hardWare has been most helpfUl, l think every state is going to have troubles
and prdblemS With access to it. I know we have had all kinds of problems by
getting enough inservice for the 'staff as ifar as use Of the microcomputer is
concerned.

The problems.' toward the deVelbpment of a curriculum format has been
helpful. 4 -do want -to- mention---tha-t-we-are-expertmeritihg---Witti- What

we call levelS of curriculum developthent in Virginia with ttie Idea that V7TtCS
would be the foundation level. What we call InStructional Resource Guide is a
framewotk or next_ step approach. A third level is the fully developed
curriculum with all the handouts, visual aidseverything that you heed to keep
up. In other words, the complete survival kit including the instructor's own
lesson plan. There are different. formats for each level and I think there are

-sub-levels-Wut that is too Mind boggling. right now to et into So there is not
and there never would be one format that is perfect fdt all the needs that we
have.

In addition we are finding that the prograreNek-ViceS have differen?format
needs. I am not saying that you cannot have a common base because we do.
But the nature of the fields served by it must be considered. I had eight
v-ogram services including special programs and there is a difference in the
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nature of the fields that causes differences as far as format is concerned.
1;r

I think another asset of having the Network is the wonderful opportunity for
the State Liaison Representatives" to meet together, have group therapy and
find that somebody else has the same kinds of problems thaj you do.

I want to tell you a really unusual experience we've had in Virginia; kV* have
a terrific printing problem simply because of bureaucratic type things but
re trying to overcome that problem; I understand a lot of other states have
problem too, Our business education service decided that assessment

terials were the most imp-ortant to them in competency based education with
the implementation of that; So they purchased certain materials from Florida,
but they wanted to re--package thbse materials in a way that was more useable
to them_in Virginia. I could not get this printed because we needed something
like 2,000 copies and 750 copies is one million impressions; I am in the traffic
management business about how to get all this distributed to where it is going;
Because of our hangu0s1 had to go to Texas to get it printed; Butl would not
have been able to do that if we had not had the type of. cooperation that we
had It helped that I use to work for the University of Texas in curriculum. All
of this was possible because of the interest in tri-state and the multi-state
cooperation. What a beautiful example of networking.

I was desperate. If both Florida and Texas had not helped us out, I would not
have been able tO come up with this product and 1-certainly_hope to share the
product; It is a business education, three level design type of thing that shows
all the competencies ever needed. Not ever needed--but presently identified in
business education with a matrix which shows exactly at what point they sho
come in Then there is an assessment,sample for every single one. And we h
to write a lot of publishers to get permission to use that.

Now to look at some of the things that are possibilities in the future. We
are experimenting with inservice projects because program services are
responsible for their own inservice. It's such an overwhelming job to get those
materials packaged that we are doing packs which I am going to show you later.
It is called "Task Analysis from V-TECS to Lesson Plan." We take the
instructor all the way through and then show them. You know, I don't think you
can be too concrete for inservice. We hope to implement a chain of training.
We have not been able to train vocational directors to the extent that we would
like to; They have such varied backgrounds which causes another problem about
getting an inservice pack that's applicable to all. These inservice packagetp, we
find, are a natural outgrowth of curriculum. Without it they won't know--,how to
use it;

think that there is a need not only for an identification of articulation
from seipdary to postsecondary but all the way from elementary.. An example
would be the program of home economics. We need articulation from
elementary to high school then high school to postsecondary then so on. We are
having problems with the community college structure because their courses do
not provide the right containers for articulation from the secondary structure.
I don't think we're the only state that has that problem.

Another possibility I see is identificatibn Of evaluation of tCriteria for
curriculum material;,nationally; and that might be by public service. I do think
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What there are basic considerations like CBE, format, criterion reference
measures; the objectives; the right format and t\hat itype. of thing; Must
consider whether or not it has been validated; There are peculiarities of fields
that need to be reflected in your own evaluation materials-.

If we could discover a way for the combination of hare coy and' micros that
would enable the Network to do more central disseminatio for us where we
haVe these pr'intihg problems I think that would help more than any other one
thing to get cUrritulum distributed. In this problem'of updating we have got to
determine some kind of system that almost comes automatic as far as updating
of curriculum is concerned. It is an overwhelming task. It's an overwhelming
task to get it developed to begin with. It's even more overwhelming to keep it
updated. if

We are ex erimenting with some things. For example we are packaging by
enabling obje tives which means_ you can take an enabler betaUSe it is
complete; I d n't mean it is a LAP or self-contained module but it's a package
for a teacher; If that enabling objective becomes obsolete we can take it out
withbut destro ing the structure of the curriculum piece or we can put it into
another course where it may fit. So this has a lot of possibilities. Or you can do
it by the perfoimance objectives.

I think we have all kinds of work to do with the cluster concept. We are at
least into the discussion stage of what we are going to do with the clusters_ such
as the building trades; There is one school of thought that says we shOUld
always teach in a cluster at least to begin with; Another school that says they
should only be taught about plumbing and electricity and so on. We would like

. to .try out a core competency or "orientation to building trades; Then the
student would go off into strands and then perhaps come back for certain things
that wfould be in common. I think it would sallow for more course or use of
course competencies and Changes as the labor market changes. YOU might be
able to change from one trade to another;

I think that another thing that we need to keep working onwe're working
like mad on this--is the streamlining f materials in CBE design; CBE; as you
know, creates masses of paperwor as witnessed by my one million impressions.
BLit are working on this_- hole example; We have gone to a CBE
implementation_ guide. One opy of that gives you a recording_ system and
occupational information an that type of thing; Then we do the task analysis
part; they get that' for whatever course or program; We're_ developing
approkioately 120 instructional resource guides which are the second level of
what I was talking about in terms of levels; In addition; we are proposin& that
two years of a certain program service; if applicable; would account for one of

.the math credits. As yoU' know our student only are turned on by math as they
see that it has practicVity; that you use it in a service session or nyou use it in a
bookkeeping operati4 or whatever; We do-have. audiovisual i .materiaisi
particularly on CBE implementation. We haveidentified audio -vispaimaterials
in our guides.

We are in a mass production mode; We have problems with mass
dissemination. WE are so busy developing we can't get it out; as Becky and Ruth
know; Oh; I'm sorry. (No time). There's a lot to be done and we think that
through ECN and Becky's operation we can do this.
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Spiro Mehail
Wisconsin

I am the Curriculum Instruction Coordinator which means I am reponsihila
for the professional development_ of the faculty which is a very important
source or curriculum development; And in process of tUrritUlUm
development with professional courses that we offer our faculty, we have to
teach them from the ground up the process of curriculum development. Out
methods of instruction plus all the other necessary- facets make this school, as
Lou just mentioned, the greatest in. the country and possibly the whole. world.
So much for that; But, these aren't Ckincensus.

These are not my own personal remarks; These are the remarks of the entire
state of Wisconsin as edited- by the State Director. I will make 'sonde side
remarks after this very short *presenation after listening to what other people
have been trying to say;. I am not too sure how many are listening; but there is
a lot of telling here;

According to this report, the serve es that are provided by the ECN for
. Curriculum Coordination and TechnicatlEducation is valuable and effective. It
claims it is valuable and effective:_ And the specific services Whith Make it
valuable ran se from the development of the terminology dictionary for
curriculum on one end of the spectrum to the comprehensive irivtrittity of the
task listing of over 1,000 occupational courses on the other. And as I
understand there are over 25,000 curriculum products. `A result; is a standard
curriculum format; And they have contributed to the development and
diffusion, maybe sometimes confusion, of instructional resources among our
vocational education system; They do support the development of curricula in
the high tech areas And also enhance efforts of increasing what you have got--
the publication, dissemination of your software acquisition, hopefully on the CB
mode;

We also encourage the Networkto pursue its efforts in needs assessment in
curricula and develop curricula with the explicit emphasis on the optimum
usage so the investment is also optimized; Software evaluation and rrview
should also be strengthened, and of course continued. This is a coil- tion
accommodation of the part of Wisconsin VTAE ,system for curriculum
coordination in general and espetially your efforts in particular; They also
want to cite the leadership provided by Mrs; Rebecca Douglass who is the
Director, and the field has been.exemplary;

We do urge the continued support of the currJ1iculum network initiati'e as a
viable federal project.

A

Am I allowed side remarks?

I couldn't help but overhear the problems you have in people entering the
vocational technital system on the postsecondary level; We've had similar:
problems with people who have the credentials upon entering the required math
and sciences courses but we also discove,red a long time ago that credentials
Mean very little. So consequently when we did research on where our greatest
attrition was 'occurring it was in the mathematics and science areas; That
meant that our entering freshmen were unable to complete two years of
technical training because of this lack of background; The pint I am trying to
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make is; in order to get people through a very difficult curriculum; provide
them with the prerequisites. We will still assume that they have the credentialS
but you've got to provide them with the prerequisites-.

Thanks to the efforts of the National Science Foundation or an federal
funding, as they are very important in acting aSa catalyst to pursuing lems
of thiS kind: We did resolve this problem by developin a very comprehensive
technical mathematics basis which did save us a t ndous amount of
Students. We cut our attrition down by some 90 perc t y providing students
with prerequisites; Currently in the high tech area,.a aside, this shows you
how important money is to these organizations who are to erned.

We got another National Science Foundation grant to pursue the computer=
aided design and the computer-aided manufacturing; We were successful in
producing software in this area We hear a lot of talk today about the necessity
for developing insight on emerging occupations; I think that's a 'misnomer.
People that are in the trenches realize that the new technology is really a basis
of the old. All you have to do is teach the people how to use the new tools that
are available; Thanks to these federal programs we are able in many par
areas to use eomputer-aided design and computer-aided manufacturing Ncit
only in the obvious areas such mechanical design or arcitectural d gri but
also in the areas of commercial art; the welding, the numerical coritto , the tool
and die making; and a number of others; These funds helped us develop our 6441
faculty in these specific areas and also helped us produce packages that we- are
Selling nationally, to other schools in helping them implement in the high tech
area

You'll find that some of your existing pr ems have a direct application to
high tech. We talk about robotics; but it's m ely a take-off on hydraulics and
electronics. So you have ;to look at your basic programs and build on those. We
were_ successful in_tioing that and I think we are the leaders in this high tech
development. I think we're the only two-year college in the country that has
developed a program of this kind; We are also assisting four-year universities in

,thiS very area. When you have something viable to local indusWy; you
have a tremendous amount of imput of rsonnel that are seeking that
particular training.
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Elkhorn WI-53121
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Arthur A iiInnw
Hstr.,.! D.Rclur 8 President

GoOd morning and greetings to Mr: Robert HeWlytt, Education Director,'
Region V, USDE;andto.Ms; Rebecca DouglasS, Director-- ECNCC.. ThiS
is Kenneth H. Mills; the Director of Instructional Services of,

; Gateway Vocational; Technical and Adult Education District, KenoSha,
_Wisconsin. I have had the privilege of chairing the Instructional
Services 4Lf the Wisconsin Vocational, Technical, and Adult Education
-system in the past year. In the. present term I have the privilege

chairing the Program Operations Committee--a policy setting unit
the shared governance for the Wisconsin Vocational,,Technical and

ult Education system.' The efforts of curriculum development,
dissemination; and statewide diffusion have been one of the most
important items of priority in the State;

am pleased to be able to provide:inpmt and CoMments.t0 serve-as
jtructional guidance for theutdreeffOrts'of the East Central=

Network for Curriculum Coordination.(ECNCC);The service provided
by ECNCC for the vocational; technical education for the region has
been valuable and effective; 4(

The specific services rangingfrom the development of data element
dictionary for_c4rriculum on 'One end of the spectrum; the comprehen-
sive inventory'Of Task Listings for, over 1,000 occupational courses
on'the other end; and'over 241000 curriculum products such as detailed,*
course contents. and standard curriculum formats in between;have
contributed to the development and diffusion of instructional resources_
among the Wisconsin yocational; Technic@l and Adult Education system.

We support_the_develoPment of curricula in the High Teth areas and
an enhanced effort in publication; dissemination; and software
acquisition: We encourage_the:EcNCC to pursue its efforts in metds
assessment in curricula and deVelop curriculum with explicit emphasis
on transportability so that_the investment is,;,optimizecL The soft-,
ware evaluation unit could be strei4g0hened and enhanced.

We commend the efforts of the NatiOnalNetwork for Curriculdm Coordi-
nation in Vocational_and Technical Education (NNCCVTE) in general;
and ECNCC in particular.'_ The leadership provided by Ms. Rebecca
D-ofiigi, the Direettir of ECNCC, has been exemplary.' The curriculum
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Page 2

development, dissemination, and utilization effortshave,been further
strengthene4.by the task force effOrts_fdr instructional resource
sharing for the VTA; system_in Wisconsin, co=chaired by Louis.Chinna=
swamy," the Curriculum Consultant and State Liaison RepreSentative (SLR)..
for the State of Wisconsin. We.urge_the continued support of the
curriculum network initiative as a-viable project.

Sighe4 October- 26; 1983
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Kenneth H. "Mills
Director of Instructional Services
.and Research & Plannipg Services
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APPENDIX A

ANNOUNEMENT

Open Meeting On Future Curriculum Development Needs
. In Vocational Education and Training

The East Central Network for Curricaliitti
Coordination Center is :Sponsoring a public
hearing with U.S. Department of Education
Region y, Chicago, on October 26, 1983.

This. public heating is being held to learn about
the regional curriculum needs and priorities:
To this end, we invite, your participation at the
hearing;-.

Interested individu Is and groups are invited to
testify on future c riculum needs;in vocational
curriculum devielop nt. It is desirable to hear

. from as Many people as- possiblepeople in
industry; business," ethic ion who are involved
in some aspect of preparink\etAllciyees for the
work force; We want to hear from people who
use curriculum and are, aware of present and

,future curriculum needS. ; (...._...

PURPOSE

The public -hearing is
the following:

Identify the existing
needs;

intended to accomplish

and future curriculum

Establish both Icing term and short range
goals.

Determine the direction for the Center to
bet meet the needS of its clients;

MEETING INFORMATION

Site

October 26, 1983
USDE Region V Conference Room

12th Floor; Student Financial Assistance .
300 South Wacker Dr.

Chicago, IL
Region V Education Director: Bob HeWlett

Agenda

8:00 A.m.
8: 0 am.

9:fh a.m.'-Noon
1:00 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

,RegistratIn
Briefing on Background

by ECN Director
4Testimony/Comments

TeStirnony/Comments

. ,

BACKGROUND',

The East Central Network for Cutriculum
Coordination is a netv.i*rk consisting__ of 12

states with headqUarters in Springfield,
a representative in lath state. The East Cen-
tral Network is one .of six networks making up

the National Network for Curriculum Coordina-
tion in Vocational and TechniCal Education
(NNCCVTE-). The names, locations, and. regions
of the Curriculum Centers: are indicated on the
following map. The Est Central N ork
cludes the states of U,S. Departme t of
EducatiolIi__gions III and V.

These' regional curriCulum centers are sup=
ported under P.L. 94-482,__EdUcational Amend-
ments of 1976; Vocational Education. PrOgram
Improvement funds are available to the U.S.
Assistant Secretary of Education under Subpart .
2; Section 120 for research, development, and
disseminaticn activities.

The funding cycle for the sixcenter'S...is on a
staggard time frarrie. The current funding
cycle for the East Ceraral Network is schedulsg
to end December, 1983 followed by a nee'
three-year cycle of. funding beginning 3anuary;
1984. The Scheduled hearing should be
beneficial in assisting the curriculum network
administration to set realistic_ and effective
goals to guide 1984=1986 Network activities.

Northwestern
Region VI

PR

Northeast Regior

East Central Region

Western Region

Guam

IrmiLTcrritory of
the Pacific Islands

American _
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NNCCVTE SIX CCCs.

The concept__ of a National Network for,.
Curriculum Coordination in Vocational, and
Technical Education (NNCCVE) emerged
from the recognition that curricyko
development and dissemination efforts were
often fragmented and d plicative.

The network consist 57 stat Liaison
Representatives (SLR ), one in each of the'
states and trust territories; six Curriculum
Coordination Centers (CCCS); =and a national
council made up of the six CCC directorS.

The SLRs; who are appointed by vocational
directors in their mates, are the links' in the
Network. This linkage provides access to the
Curriculum Centers and the development 'of
curriculum and instructional materials within
the network.

Through these six Centers and corresponding
interstate networkS, curriculum development
products and services are shared thro9ghout the
nation. Other goals of the net*vork are:

To develop and recommend guidelines for
curricula and curriculum develOpment with
the ultimate goal of increasing the effec-

ness of curriculum materials and
enh racing their transportablty.

To establish and maintain a system for
determining curriculum needt in
yociitional=technical education and for
reporting conclusions to the fir.'

To coordinate activities in tI'e curriculum
development, dissemination, and utilization
With the aim of avoiding unwarranted
duplication, enhancing quality effort,
increasing the transportability of
curriculum materials, and improving their
acceptance and used

To provide a mechanitm for the sharing of
information on curriculum materials
available and under development.
_ .

To report theSe curriculum coordination
effortt to the field.

It is for the first, three goals that testimony is
especially being requested.

EAST CENTRAL NETWORK

East Central NetWork Center it .the largest of
the six Curriculum Centers in population,
number of states and federal vocational
curriculum funding; Its region is .comprised of
12 states; The physical resources of the East
Central Network include_ over 28;020 cataloged
items; which includes books; 'audio-visual
materials and informatior?al brochures. The
Center is unusual in that it _makes these items
available on a remtpnal free loan basis. Other
Curriculum centers loaneither in-house or in
state. Staff includes searchers,researchers and
curriculum and information specialists., Goals
of the_ Network are to:

Increase availability of curriculum informa-
tion and materials of priority significance to
federal/state instructional program improve:
meat personnel.

Promote adoption and adaption of curriculum
materials developed with the assistance from
federal and state vocational education funds.

Minimize duplicaiion in vocational educ
curriculum development;

* Improve the quality of vocational education
curriculpim and diffusion services provided to
public and private schools and colleges;

The Network exists to provide services to meet
the curriculum needs of people involved in
vocational education and training; It has made
many contributions to curriculum as it
cv=tinues to meet its clients' needs; Examples .

of resource booklets include A_ Guide
andEducational Equity in_VocationaLRro_gra ams nd

East Central Resource Guide to _Ertergy__and
Energy Related _Programs _ in Vocational
Education. Other contributions are the
development and acceptance of a-standard
curriculum format; a compilation of state
profiles which identifies the practices regarding
curriculum development and dissemination; and
curriculum terminologyi a working tool
comprised of concepts critical to curriculum
develOpment, and organized so that identical or
similar word meanings and expressions have
common counterparts; The ECN Task List
Catalog; an extremely popular item with
patrons, is coded using the OE and CIP Code
and is currently the most comprehensive
collection of task listings available.



APPENDIX B

Please help vs with one more aspect of the hearing EVALUATION

As you know, evaluation is an essential component of any
it; activity.or project. It is the means for finding how successful a

project is and how to improve the project for the next time.

This is a unique experience for the East Central Curriculum
Center's staff. We would like input from you regarding the
public hearing. Please take a few additional minutes of your'
time and respond to the following! items. Additional comments
would be appreciated.

.
ORGANIZATION i Excellent Good Fair Poor

Advertisement of the hearing 1 2 3 4

Purpose of the hearing 1 2 3 4

Guidelines for the hearing 1 2 3 4

-Instruction for submitting testimony 1 2 3 4

Directions for participation
N

2 _ -3 4-

Schedrietling of testifiers 1 2 3 4

OTHERff_M_ME' NTS:

k
i a

REPRESENTATION Excellent Good *. Fair
Composition of members of the panel 1 2 3

Diversity of vocational areas Zt

reflected by those testifying 1 2 3

Geographic area 1 2 3

',OTHER COMMENTS:
S

VALUE
si.

Excellent Good Fair Poor

New ideas, concepts exposed . 1 2 3 4

Relevancy of ideas, concepts 1 2 3 4

Usefulness of hearing as a method
to gain diverse input

OTHER;_CO_MMENTS:

PLEASE USE THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS FORM TO COMMENT ON THE PROBLEMS AND
STRENGTHS OF THE HEARING. DON'T FORGET SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS.

TURN Fe ! . !Al YOU LEAVE.
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THANK YOU!
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Please help us with one more aspect of the hearing EVALUATION

As you . know, evaluation is an essentiail component of any
activity or project. It is the Ineins for firting how successful a
project is and how to improve the project for the next time.
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public hearing. Please take a few additional minutes of yciur
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ORGANIZATION ,
Ekeellent Good Fair

Advertisement of the hearing 1 2 3

Purpose of the hearing \ 1 2 3
.4. ......--

Guidelines for the hearing 3 =

Instruction for submitting testim y IF, 2 3

Directions for particirktion .. 1 2 3

Scheduling' of testifiers 1 2 3

OTHER COMMENTS:

REPRESENTATION . EiCellent . Good

Composition of members of the panel '1 2

Diversity of vOcatiorkal areas
reflected by thOse testifying'.

Geographic areal

OTHER COM ENTS:

VALUE . 1
,

New Ideas, concepts exposed
elevancy of ideas concepts

Usefulness of.heari g as a method
.to gam diverse in jut

OTHER COMMENTSi

Mean I
Poor 3.4

4 3;4

3.3-"A
'4 3;5

4 3.3

4 : j;...
....

4 / 3.3

Fair Poor

3 4 3.0

3

3

3.0

I
Excellent Good Fair Poor 3.5 ....

..
1 2 .i--- 3 4 3.4 11,-

R 1 3 4 43.5

t.
1 - 4 3.7

4

PLEASE USE THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS FORM TO COMMENT ON THE PROBLEMS AND
STRENGTHS OF THE HEARING. DO_N'T FORGET SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENTS.

TURN FORM IN TO HEARING RECEPTION DESK AS YOU LEAVE.

7
108

119
THANK YOU!
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iSUIDELINES FOR TESTIMONY

fo populations are served by e East Central
.twork. One consists of state, education
Tice personnel, university/college educatorst
d curriculum developers. Types of questions
lich could be addressed a the hearing are:

Based on your past experience with the
East Central NetWork; what are the most
effective strategies and activities for
improving curriculum quality?

What would make forthe most productive
relationship to disseminate curricula
between. the EaSt Centraf Network and
other organizations regarding curriculum
activities?

e other population consists of bUsiness and
iustry groups, public school teachers; and
ier-org izations involved in the training of
iployees or people entering the work force:
e types -of questions , which should be

used at the hearing would be:

Wh activities and client groups she
the East Central Network. concentrate on
D ve r the.next several years?

-low can the'delivery service by the East,-
2,entral Network increase the.
.ffectiveness of training programs?

th populations
?stions such as:

Where do you go for curriculum:develop,
-nent assistance. 1.

Afhat type of technical assistance should be
)rovided you by your state office or a
letwork such as the East 'Central Network?

khat futu" redo you see in Curriculum and
nstruction'.:lor media? computer,? What:
cpecific assistance will help you in youP''
situation to meet these needs?

could address general,

)n what key curriculmn issues should the
last Central Network focus its work?

INSTRUCTIONS FOR TESTIMONY

The East central Network would like to hear
from anyone wishing to express views and)
advice which will lend guidance for the futqre-,
direction of the Center.

-The public is couraged to .attend ';and_
participate in the `public hearing,. If- y6u are
business/Industry affiliated,, a teacher :or

. teacher ediidator; or supportiVe of' vocational
and technical education, an' active
participant by submitting mak taped Or
written testimony.,

?.-

registered.Testimony for the hearing should he i
by Phoning tt .Center by% Oct. 7. ()eat
presentations will be lirhted t9 10 minutes,and
speaheri wilt bt schedUled on a first,cOme /
basis. - The oral restirnony should be'
accompanied' by. a :written ,staternOlt to be
included in the heari4record. ....._.

= ,
For taped testimony, the recording 'should tie
inade on a cassette tape and jaccom anied dy a
written dOcument. This taped rnony will
not appear in full text in the prOc dings of the

e; hearing. Anyone planning to submit taped
teitimbny should contact the -Curriculum
Center or ,SLR. (See names and - addresses \Ion

t4bick..1page.) .
, ) . i

.

Members.v.of the he'aring panel will be
reppsentatives ,of theiv U.S. Department of
Education, 'interested legislative leaderst and
representatives . of the National Network. for
Curriculuoi: Coordination in Vocational and

". Technical' Education.

120

Following the hearing all contributions will be
reviewed. e Procetclings will be published
containing testimony of those persons testifying
in persoh and a summary of other test).ftiony.

The elements approved by the State Liaison
Representatives will provide the basIs for the
'future work of the Curriculum Networ);c. The
completed proceedings document will be sent to
'the.- U.S.= Department of Education for

tation. Copies of the document will be
to th4 . other .regiOnal curriculum

nation centers and to the American
onal Association. The proceedings will
rovide a framework for the continuation

e East Central Curriculum Coordination
Network concept.

stint
coor
Voca
141p
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EAST CENTRAL NETWORK FOR CURRICULUM COORDINATION PERSONNEL

The- Central Network State_Liaison Represenatives are listed below. r of the
Network is Rebecca S. Douglass, Illinois Vocational Curriculum Center, San am state
University, E-22i Springfield, IL 62708. 217/786-6375 or in Illinois 800/2524533."

,. ********************

DELAWARE
Rachel Schweitzer

Vm_iittonal-T aconite'
Townsend Bldg
P 0 Box 1402
Dover- E_19901
302 736-4681

DISTRICT Or COLUMBIA
500,61.190ns
Brown Junior Hrgh_S_chooi
24th 8 Banning Road

'Washington. D C 20002
202.724-8690

ILLINOIS
Charles Schick/ter

Board of Education
100 N 1st St
Springfield IL 62777
217,782-4620

INDIANA
Ed Brown
Stale Board of Vo-Tech

Education 401 Illinois Bldg
17 W Market St
IndianaDOIrS- IN 46704
317/232 1823

411111MINWEIMM.

MARYLAND
Gerald F. Day
Maryland Department of

Education. DVTE
200 W Baltimore
Baltimore-MD 21201
301/659-2098

-PENNSYLVANIA
It91111,1_

Stale Department of Ea uCallon
P 0 Box 119
hwasaurG_PA 17108
717.787-8804

VIRGINIA
MICHIGAN Key Broom

Ed Cory Vocational CuriicuiuM
Michigan Department ot Develo_pment

E mca 4
Department of Education

PO Box 30009 PO BOX 60
Linsing Mi 48909 Ritornond VA 23216
517/373-0402 804'225 -2074

MINNESOTA WEST VIRGINIA
Nolen Nem% Larry G Froehlich
State Department of Vocaw,_nal Durrfcutum
__ECluCAtiOn Laboratory
564 Capitol SCluilre Blg . Cedar Lanes COnleIVOCe Ce1er
550 Cedar SI FlAp.ey, WV 25271

St -P-au-1.84N_55101 304/372-8673
612/296-9599 WISCONSIN

Keeler WSCOnS., Boat ot V o_caiLonti
Instructional Materials Technical & Adult Education

La tLOtilf0fY_ 4802 Soeboygan Ave
1885 Neil Ave . Room 112 P 0 pox 7874_ _ _ _

Ohio State University _ Math on__Wl 53707
Corumbus__01-143210 608'266-2222
614/422-5001

For additional information, clarification, or for
those v4to want to participate contact the
center by Oct. 7.

Dr. Ruth V. Patton
Curriculum Coordinator, ECN /IVCC

Sangamon State University, E-22
Springfield, IL 62708

;21717866375
Toll free- Illinois 800/252-8533

East Ciii,tral Network for Curriculum Coordination
Sangan* State University* E-22
Springfield, IL 62708

ia

Nonprofit
U.S. ?OS: ..GE

PAID

Springfield;

Permit No. 703

ECN PARTICIPATING STATES: Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana,. Pennsylvania, -CYlo:
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